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EXPLOSION WRECKS HOUSE

New Rockland Club Does Itself Proud—Two Capt. Whitney Thompson and the St. George Hiram S. Walsh and Richard A. Snow Badly
Fishing Shack Centers Of Attraction

Hundred At the Banquet

Injured Sunday Afternoon

Dynamite caps or some other ex- ( home from the haspltol within an
Knox County folks who attended i io quoting the Scriptures he has few
The Rockland Ki occasion also bringing out the na
Council meeting at the State Prison
plaslve accidentally thrown into a , hour,
wanis Club, “baby" of tional hymn of Great Britain “God the New England Sportsmen's Show equals in thLs locality
Thursday night under the auspices of
Snow. who is 70, has a fractured
at tne Mechanics Building. In Boston. ,
sla«p •*««*» for the Maine stove with kindling material burst at
the great family which Save the King."
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Williams-Brazier
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1
jaw
and palate and wounds on one
The
regulation
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banner,
se

now
numbers
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♦ devout thank giving tor my ♦
returned home exceedingly proud of Stickney, supervisor of wardens, who the home of Hiram S. Walsh. 12 Car- j side of hls face extending from the
An elaborate program has been ar♦ friends. - Emerson
—
members throughout the cured from International Headquar
J ranged to accommodate the largest United States and Canada, observed ters In Chicago, was given to the new the Pine Tree State, which unques- had full charge of the most tnterest- roll's lane late Sunday afternoon, al- ear to the meuth. There are contup ••• •••
-----------------I gathering of Legionnaires and former its charter night last night, and in organization by Samuel Titcomb of tionably had the best floor exhibit at ;ng exhibit. Architecture ls included most completely wrecking the story- sions and abrasions on both legs and
WEBBER MAY ENTER ! swvice men ever held under the ban- spite of the storm and almost pro- the Kiwanis Club of Augusta, and the show. Everybody who entered i among hls varied accomplishments, and-a-half house and causing injuries passible fracture of one leg.
The stove was demolished, windows
ners of the Knox County Legion j hlbltjve trave]lng nearly 200 persons the acceptance was by Francis D. the big exposition hall wanted to $ee 5 and the Maine display had its ar- which sent, Walsh and a caller. Rich
The Lcw.ston Journal says that Councfi. All members attending are‘anlans wlyM and
^_at. Orne of Rockland.
ard A. Snow, to Knox Haspital.
and doors blcwn out and the room
the Maine Exhibit—and Cap'n Whit rangement from hls blueprints.
Ocorge C. Weober of Auburn has) reqllested l0 have lhelr membership!
impressive exercLces in
Walsh was able to return home but wrecked.
George A. Harrison of Portland, or Thompson, the Port Clyde man who j An especially pleasing feature 'n
praclically decided to enter the Re cards with them.
Drs. H J Weisman and F F. Brown
connection with the Maine exhibit Snow's name went on the danger list.
ganizer who originally contacted the “stole the show.”
| Masonic Temple.
publican Congressional contest in the
The fire had burned low and in at attended the victims. Damage was
A feature of the Maine exhibit j was the complete harmony shown by
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Rockland members, spoke briefly and
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hall
was
made
Second District.
prison will start at 6 p. m., then to
was the waterfall which flowed into a Rodney E. Feyler, commissioner ot tempting to rebuild It, the house estimated at $1000.
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, very attractive with wall and celling was followed by Frederick Mason,
keeper. Mrs. Abbie Odlorne. threw in
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table were arranged the flag's of the
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two nations and the Kiwanian em- Mason Ls a former Rockland newspa-with the paper, it Ls believed.
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Former service men w o are
but it was in reality n delicious turkev
another room after putting the ma getting to the re-cue The officials are
members of any Legion Post are in7
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supper, served by the women of
terials in the stove, escaped without Justly indignant to think that curivlted to attend this unique and out7"
,
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, ,,
. Golden Rod Chapter OF 8 under the held a responsible position as the Bos
EAT 6.30 TONITE
injurles. but the two men. seated near I oalty mongers should be so heartless
standing Legion event. Members of
,u
.
..
ton
Globe's
Augusta
correspondent,
.........
„ ,,
. _ .
direction of the worthy matron Mrs.
the stove, caught the full force of the or thoughtless as to block first aid
FOX LUNCH
Winslow-Holbrook Post who have
7
in which connection he is widely
., ,
.
_ . ___ Thelma Stevens. The tables were
blast.
work, and Mayor Leforest A. Thurs
cars available for transportation are
known. He carries the unofficial title
requested to meet at Legion hall at 1*nt*<1
candles
WaLsh who Is 68. had a wound on ton flatly declared yesterday that a
of "Mama" of the baby club of the
the lower part of the chest, lacera repltitlon of the offense will lead to
5 30 p m. for the accommodation of
H
i"
inter-club meet- Ninth District. To emphasize the
tions of the right leg and burns on arrests.
those members without cars.
« numerous representatives were lustiness of a real baby, near the close
the hands and face. He was able to
"Let's show 'Ted Johnson and the Present from Lewiston. Auburn. Ban- of Mr Mason’s talk, there was wheeled
Mr Snow's condition this morning
| officers and members of Williams- «°r. Waterville, Madison. Orono and down the aisle, by a nurse, a baby
walk to the ambulance and returned was regarded as still critical.
Brazier Post that Rockland Legion- J Augusta. Those from the Capital
carriage containing a squalling young
naires are backing them 100 per cent,", City made the 40-mile Journey in
ster who turned out to be Dr. Monroe
Glencove Grange Hall
says Commander Staples.
Maine Central buses, chartered for E. Beverly of Augusta, who has on
Music By
I the occasion.
several occasions impersonated vari
Levi T. Williams of Augusta, Lieu
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
Chas. Woodcock Orchestra
ous characters for the Augusta Club.
tenant Oovemor of the 9th District,
21-lt
thc left side of tl* road!
James P . Gallagher of Newton,
presided. During the dinner hour,
Mass . immediate past governor, made
there was chorus singing of the stir
K ring Kiwanian songs under the direc- some happy remarks about the good
of Kiwanis in general and ex-Mayor
PI tion of Lou Cock of the Rockland
Robert A Cony of Augusta kept hls
7 Club John K Turner of the Augusta
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
i until It approached within 10 feet,
I Club and Bob Oremley of the Lewis- listeners in an uproar of laughter.
Two good reasons why the Maine exhibit was surh a success at the New
The speeches made by the Rockland
I was quite Interested In your de- as it broke through the top of the
R. II. S. GYMNASIUM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY tl S ton-Auburn Club. Then there took
Kiwanians. Dr. Peaslee. Albert Mc- England Sportsmen's Show in Boston. At the left “Joe" Stickney, super scrlption of the Are on the morning1 chine-* >8undry buildln« The fire
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
L place the formal introduction of the
_=
.
.
.
„ ,
,, Carty, Rev. Corwin H. Olds and Fran- visor of wardens; at the right, Capt. Whitney Thompson of Port Clyde, a
_ . . „ t
. .
. . .. was not progressing very fast, but the
BOOTHS
REFRESHMENTS
FUN
various honored guests The local . _ _
.
. . ,
_
of Feb. 12. Feb 12 being my birth7
—
cis D. Orne were referred to in a most genuine toiler of the sea.
firemen were working pretty hard 'o
GRAND KARNIVAL BALL
FRIDAY EVENING. FEB. 21 “ guests were Mavor Leforest A. Thursday.
made
it
doubly
interesting
to
kecp
u
(rom
thc
Moffltt
8
•
. complimentary manner.
EDDIE WHALEN'S MUSIC
ADMISSION 50 CENTS - ton. Alan L Bird, dutr et governor of ,
banquet
w<u
fQr pool 10x25 feet in rise, having a Sea and Shore Fisheries, and George
me. For the last two weeks, during! it wa_s getting a little monotonous
JUNIOR CLASS PRESENTS THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS
Rotary. King L or^
. ir.gory an dancing and with muSjC by Whalen’s screened outlet. The pool was con- stobie. commissioner of Inland FishWEDNESDAY-THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 19-20
this cold spell. I have been sleeping watching the Are. as the smoke was
' Lions Edward Goma and F A Wins__
R. II S. AUDITORIUM
CURTAIN 8.15
ADMISSION 25c. 40c
Privateers, who had also discoursed structed of heavy rocks covered with eries and Oame. Commissioner Pey- nights in my office, on the south side getting into the building and It afR
low
of
the
Rockland
Club
21-22
was present most of the week, and of the Moffltt block, over Newberry s fected my eyes so that I could not
popular music during the supper hour, ■oil and moss, and having a backIn his address of welcome Mayor
ground
of
trees,
shrubbery
and
grass.
;
had
two of his wardens present. The 5 and 10
the time was delightfully spent until
read my paper. I happened to think
TTiurston cited the work done by local
with a large canvas painting showing inland Fisheries and Oame Departafter midnight.
About an hour before the Are was that Nero played the fiddle while
service clubs, and welcomed the new j
• • • •
a typical marine view with yachts, mint was likewise represented ana discovered I had turned In for the Rome was burning, so I took down
i one "I hope you won't feel like three
The officers of Kiwanis Interna ducks ln flight, etc., etc.
efflee employes were on hand to aid night Around 13 o'clock I was awak the old fiddle and sawed on It until
clubs." said His Honor, but rather like tional are: President. Harper Gatton. Swimming in this pool were 100 in tlie good work ot advertising Maine
ened irom a sound sleep and Iward it got ao smoky that I had to get out.
one great happy family.
Madisonville. Ky; immediate past tiout weighing from two to four facilities
the Arc alarm, and as I looked out of The smoke was so thick at one time
The Orono Club was found to have president. Dr. William J. Carrington pounds each, and many envious eyes
Commissioner Fcylcr's department the window I could see the blaze com that we didn't know but the fire had
20 members pr. «• .t a id the Augusta Atlantic City, N. J.: vice presides were cast upon the speckled beauties, distributed ash trays uniquely fash- j jng up through the top of the Farnsgot in the building, and I grabbed
I Club, sponsor f the Kfasicn had 24 • U. S). Clinton S Harley, Seattle. The exhibit above described occuExperienced stitchers on pants wanted. Steady work
loned from scallop shills.
I worth buildings. A policeman ran up a few of my belongings, including
Washington: vice preddent 1 Canada' pied one-half of the big stage, and
In connection with the fishermen s up stgtrs and said there was no im two set* of false teeth that I had been
all year round. Apply at—
John P Harbison. governor of the j Gordon S. Doddington. Toronto. Ont; on the other half was a fisherman's shack above described it is interest mediate danger of the Moffltt block working on. and put them in my
New England District, tn presenting secretary. Fred C. W. Parker, Chicago: cabin, 9x12 feet, which served as an ing to know that Alfred C. Hocking getting on fire; he didn't know for grip, so that I could get them out if
KADISH BROS.
information bureau for the dlssemi- of St. Oeorge bought the barn for the sure but thought they could check the building caught fire, but. thanks
the charter to the Reckland club gave treasurer, H G. Hatfield. Chicago
The
officers
of
the
New
England
nation of literature pertaining to Inland Fisheries and Oame Depart the fire so as to keep It away from to the heroic work of the fire depart
his audience an insight Into the ob
148 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine
jects and progress of this Interna District are: Governor. John P. Har- Maine's inland fisheries and its sea ment. and that it was he who selected ure building.
ment. the building was saved.
20-22
Capt Thompson as a fitting type for
tional organization, which was Incor binson, Hartford: immediate past and shore fisheries.
I watched the fire from my window
Dr. J. H. Damon.
• • • .
the fishing display. The barn was
porated 21 years ago under the laws governor, James P. Galligcr. Newton.
of Illinois. It represente, he said, a Mass; secretary. Guy L. Pelton.
The thousands who gazed upon the torn down under the supervision of
133T*Th-tf
cross section of business and profes-| Springfield: treasurer, Nathaniel D "shack" would have been vastly in- Lewis C Barter. Al. SUngsly and Ed
sional life in United States and the J Brown. Providence: lieutenant gover- terested to know its history. The win Watte.
Dominion of Canada.
Forty-five I nors. Robert D. Pryde. Rcbert P. Eas- construction materials came from an
On Friday during the Sportsmen’s
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
clubs have been organized since the land, Berthelot A. LeClair. Dr. Asal old barn at Tenant's Harbor, owned Show. Mr. Hocking and Supervisor
The girls winter sports team of made a great showing by taking third
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- last international convention. “The Pattee Gardner O Bartlett, Albert H by Mrs. Minnie Clark. This building Stickney were guests ot Major Talbot Rockland High School won the Bath in
medley relay race.
(Swiff* Best Heavy Western Beef—Earh Serving One-half Pound)
eyes of Kiwanians everywhere are di Woolfson, Robert H. Gremley. George was razed in order that weatherbeaten Aldrich at 59 Mt. Vernon street. Bos Carnival Friday by scoring 22 pointe I The wlnter sP°rts te8m' whlch
boards might be obtained.
The ton. being there delightfully enter ... ......
rected toward Rockland tonight." said A Morin and Levi T. Williams.
,
...
coached bv John Durrell. is composed
.
„
The new Rockland Club begins its I building was quite a famous land- tained. Major Aldrich 1s a popular Miss Shirley Stanley won two firs: 1 of...
these boys: Olover. Toner. Merritt,
the speaker.
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and
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chan<
,
ler
.
Rawley.
Delano.
Otrlsmember
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Knox
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Fish
and
mark
at
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Harbor,
having
career
with
these
officials:
I The charter was accepted by the
FLORIDA
President—Edward W. Peaslee
borne the brunt of storms for 163 Game Association and in recognition result received a new pair of skates Stanley. Merriam. Havener. Rhodes,
president of the Rockland Club. Ed
of his ever present spirit of co-opera and two gold medals. Other girls Haskell The Rockland High School
Vice President—Francis J. Orne.
years.
ward W. Peaslee, who reviewed brief
tion delicious trout found their way making pointe were Virginia Haskell, j Hockey team also traveled to Bath
Secretary
—
Donald
G
Cummings
The
lumber
thus
obtained
was
ly the existence of the Forty Club,
shipped to Maranacook and fashioned onto the menu at his home a few Dorothy Merriam. Norma Havener Friday, not as contestants but as speTreasurer—Corwin H. Olds.
which it succeeds, and told of the co
Directors—Arthur F. Lamb. Fred E into a fisherman's shark. Because of days after the departure of the and Ruth Rhodes. The boys also cial guests of the carnival committee.
operation the new club had received
Convenient to all point* of Interest—Modern ln every way.
Trecartin,
Lloyd M. Richardson. Louis 1 the large amount of work involved. visitors.
from
George
A.
Harrison
the
club's
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private baleoniea.
“daddy," and the Orono and Bangor B. Cook. Hervey C. Allen. Earl Mein- and the interesting type which It
tosh and Dr. H. J. Weisman.
presented, the shack has been preAT THE RINGSIDE
clubs.
June to
The
sponsoring
club
is
the
Kiwanl'
served
for
the
Hartford
and
New
John
K.
Turner
sang
a
solo
and
this
October
Booklet
May Be Necessary To Call
was followed by the presentation to Club of Augusta with these officers: [ York sportsmen's shows.
on
President,
Frederick
Mason;
first
vice
The
Sea
and
Shore
Fisheries
de

: the new organization of a Kiwanis
Out the “Milish” When The Sleeper cases were finally set- E Gurney and Forrest E. Richardson,
Hotel
Application
1 bell and gavel by Ed Hawes in behalf president, Sanford L. Fogg. Jr.; partment had a convincing dLsplay of
Maselynn
tied yesterday morning without go both of Portland.
Ponzi and Jack Meet
• • • •
Stamford
! of the Waterville Kiwanis Club, the second vice president. John K. Turn- seafood products—mounted tuna fish,
ing to trial. These suits were the
DeL Co.
The
bill
in
equity
brought by Al
Corner Second Street
I acceptance being by Albert H. Mc- er; secretary, Edwin C. Burleigh: mackerel, haddock, cod and hake beThe announcement that Ponzi outcome of an automobile accident
H. H. Mase
N. X.
bert
S
Peterson
vs.
Fuller-Cobb.
Inc.,
treasurer, William E. Cross.
mg included in the display. The Cochran and Young Jack are to meet
and Pint Avenue
1 Carty.
Manager
The charter members of the new shack was surrounded by sand and again in the main bout at the Rock which occurred April 22. 1935, on Tal has been dismissed and Ensign Otis
[ After the “Bells of St Mary's” had
Moderate Rates
Rockland club are:
[ clamshells, and mounted seagulls land Athletic Club Friday night re bot avenue at the intersection of has been discharged as receiver. An
I rung out through the halls, a large
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Lawrence
Milter
Francis
D.
Orne
perched upon the building and its calls the "battle royal" which took Broadway. Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., agreement has been reached with the
; American flag was presented by the Harold F Dana
Howe W Olover [ supports. Flakes laden with dried
creditors whereby the business may
John M Pomeroy
place when they faced each other twa George Sleeper and Doris B. Sleeper
Lewiston-Auburn Club thc accept- Alfred 8 Plourd
be
continued under a trust agreement,
Fred E Trecartin
D O Cummings
fish lent a very realistic "atmosphere. • weeks ago. Whether 'Hamlin( will
; ance being by Corwin H. Olds. The Corwin H Olds
Louis B Oook
were passengers ln a car owned and which Involves the full co-operation
Arthur
F
Lamb
Edwin
L.
Soarlott
The
display
of
fish
was
to
the
ac
' Canadian flag was presented by the Edward W Peaslee David R. McCartv____
be the third man tn the ring remains
operated by Earl U. Chapies. which and assistance of the creditors. Gil
Bangor Club and the acceptance was L. M Richardson Edward F. Barnard ' eompantment Of all sorts of cquip- to be seen. Nervous people are ad
Charles
E
Thurlow
Albert
W.
McCarti
ment
such
as
seines
rlinnets
lnncollided with an automobile owned by bert Harmon appeared for the
[by John M. Pomeroy. This was the Hugh W. Little
Oeorge W. Brackett nlenl’ iUcn 84 selnes' n‘Pnet-s. lan vised not to see this bout.
plaintiff in this case, and Frank A.
John R Elliot
Hervey C. Allen
I terns, clamforks, etc., etc.—in reality
Popeye Manta, advanced to the Wallace M. Little and driven by Toivo
Harold P. Studley Earl McIntosh
Tirrell, Jr., represented the de
Heline.
Dr. H. J weiaman ' R cross section of the fishermen's life. semi-finals, will meet Oscar Rankin
John a Snow
fendant.
Robert Hudson
Earl C. Perry
Cleveland
Sleeper.
Jr.,
claimed
that
The
central
figure
of
the
Maine
of Augusta, who has been making
Victor S Brown
Richard P Bird
he
suffered
a
severe
blow
on
the
head,
Eugene D Warren A. H Robinson
exhibit was Capt Whitney Thompson, some loose talk to the effect that
still an active fisherman at the age Popeye will hear the birdies sing But doing Irreparable injury to hls brain i Ladies’ Night Wednesday at Elks
ROCHESTER AMERICAN INS. CO.
so that he was taken to the hospital, Home. Smith's Orchestra. Buffet
1 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y. of three score years and ten. He went Manta will have hls spinach handy.
to the show in typical fisherman's
ASSETS Dec. 31. 1935
The prelims will see Vino Johnson where he was a patient for many lunch. Elks and friends invited.—
Stocks and bonds ................. $3,602,746 outfit — oilskins, souwester, rubber in a vigorous battle with Ralph weeks. Mr. Sleeper sued Wallace M. adv.
Cash In Office and Bank ......
244.521
Agents' Balances ...................
66.57) boots 'n all. His treasured pipe was Morgan; Cracker Favreau attempting Little and Earl U. Chaples for $50,000.
Interest and Renta..... . .........
25,191 ' constantly in action and the bronzed to come back over the prostrate body Satisfactory damages were agreed
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
........................
*3 •’•J® ®;9, i and bearded toiler of thc seas was of Frank Caswell of Warren; and upon.
Deduct Items not admitted ....
274.29)
It I had my life to live again I would
The case of Doris B Sleeper vs.
always surrounded by a throng of Roland Thileaux of Augusta swapping
have made a rule to read some poetry
Admitted .................. ..... .'... $3,664,739
eager listeners as he spun sea yarns, punches with Robert Valuer of Wallace M. Little and Earl U. Chaples and listen to some music at least once
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
a week The loss of these tastes Ls a
was marked "Neither party. No loss
of happiness —Charles Darwin.
Net Unpaid Losses .................
$86,206 at the same time skillfully fashioning Oardiner.
Unearned Premiums ..............
811.319 gill nets for thc spectators.
further action."
62.500
All other Liabilities ...........
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY of N. Y.
BEYOND THE NIGHT
• • • •
George Sleeper sued both Little anl
1.000 003
Cash Capital ....-.................
7 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
Beyond the night no withered rose
1.704.712
Surplus over all Liabilities
Capt. Thompson answered hundreds
Chaples
for
the
sum
of
one
thousand
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Shall mock the later bud that blows.
Nor Illy blossom e’er shall bilght.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3 664.739 j of queries, some put to him seriously, Stocks and Bond*
............. $2,256,526 74 dollars. The plaintiff claimed that
But all shall gleam more pure and
21-T-27
In omce and Bank
.
41.393 47
and some with an evident intention , Cash
Agents"
Balances
white
.......... 130.506 21 he was severely bruised, wounded and
Than
starlight on the Arctic snows.
of kidding him, but the crowd soon interest and Rente
26.268 50 injured so as to require medical care.
DIED . .......................................................
1 All other Assate .....................
59.402 76
DURANTE—At Rockland. Feb. 14. Mrs j found Why he is known as ‘Wit"
Sigh
not
when daytime dimmer grow.*.
Damages were agreed upon against
Rose Durante, aged 61 years.
And life a turbid river flows.
Gross Amets ........................
68
(All Lumps)
j Thompson in Maine, for he had a Ded^'itX^not
admitted $2,514,097
For all Is sweetness—aU ls light
21.319 30 defendant Little in thc sum of $100
Beyund the night.
ready answer for all, and often turned
and against defendant Chaples in
Admltted ............................. $2,492,778 38
Oh.
haste,
sweet hour that no man
the
laugh
on
those
who
were
at

the sum of $200.
WE BUY
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935
knows;
tempting to Jash him. Capt. Thomp- Net Unpaid Losses ............. $38,537 55
Former Chief Justice Pattangall Uplift us from our cumbering woes
Unearned Premiums . .......... 446 836 65
Where Joy and peace shall crown the
[ son is an avid student of the Bible, I All
other Liabilities .............
44.389 58 and Jerome C. Burrows appeared for
right.
TELEPHONE
487
And
perished hopes shall blossom
and
offhand
is
capable
of
preaching
c,sh
Capital
..
l
ooo.ooo
co
ROCK
LAND,
ME.
CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
the plaintiffs, and the defendants
517 MAIN STREET
bright—
JEWELER
a sermon which might well impress
-------------- were represented by Frank A Tirrell. To aching hearts bring sweet repose
Beyond the night.
any audience. And when it comes1 ToU1 Abilities and Surplu.$2,492.77B M Jr., Charles T. Smalley and Charles i
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
—Samuel Minturn Peck
p
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DRUM CORPS

Old Fashioned Dance

Every Wednesday Night

DAMON IN ROLE OF “NERO”

Dentist Fiddled While Neighboring Block Burned
Then Skedaddled With False Teeth

K

K1PPY KARNIVAL

K

STITCHERS WANTED

SIM’S

THE ROCKLAND GIRLS WON

LUNCH

35c

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

IN KNOX SUPERIOR COURT

HOTEL

GRALYNN

REDUCTION IN PRICE
SOFT COAL

HOUSEHOLD SOFT COAL NOW $7. TON
SCREENED SOFT COAL NOW $8. TON
M. B. & C. O. PERRY

OLD

GOLD

ROCKLAND'S REVENGE opinion here.' He said he favored the

LETTER FROM "JOSIE"

The Courier-Gazette
three-times-a-week

Former Rockland Woman
Repent ye therefore, and be con
In Oregon, Doesn't Forget
verted. that your sins may be blotted ,
Her Home Paper
1

out, when the time bf refreshing
shall come from the presence of the
Beaverton, Ore., Peb. 5
Lord. —Acts 3: 19.
Editor of The Oourter-Oaiette:—

Well hello folks, here I am with
my annual letter and renewal of
subscription to the bert paper
And Her 80-Foot Rope Get
printed. I do not know how we could
the Mathematicians All get along wiUtout the home paper
Tangled Up
and its three weekly visits. There ls
always news, if you do not believe
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette
Gee! But an 80 foot rope is liable to It, Just go away from Rockland for
tangle "X's" cow as well as the cne a while and you will be as anxious to
who tries to figure out how much
>p,e Courier-Gazettes as we
grazing .space she is entitled to cover.
However, if she stays put as a well-1 are,
We have had a fine winter with
behaved cow should, the 80 foot rope
is the radius of a circle of which she ! only a very few light frosts. Have
can cover three fourths without the had some heavy rams and wind
interference of the barn or in other. storms and damage was done In
words. 15.079 17-25 square feet.
some sections, but not much of any
When she turns the corner of the. aroun(j here.
barn on either side of the hitching yes the Townsend old age pension
point this radius is shortened to 40
lhe main subject of much of
'feet. Each corner ls the center of a
conversation, out here ln the
circle with this 40 foot radius.
West, the same as back East. TownProm each of these comers she will i
Clubs have been formed lr.
graze over one fourth of a circle whose mMly of the towns, but none ln our
tadlus is 40 feet or 2513 7-25 square immediate community as yet.
feet in both.
I had a very nice visit with Mrs
15079 17-25 square feet in three Mabel Hall-Smith a short time ago.
fourths of the circle with the 80 foo‘ she was very bu3J. making prepara
radius jHus 2513 7-25 square feetln the [lon, jor a piano recital to be given
two quarter circles with the 40 foot
some of her pupils, which nuniladil is 17592 24-25 square feet or Ur about w
1954 58-75 square yards.
a bus service was established a
If this solution isn’t correct "X will few months ago, which makes two
have to look out for his cow himseli round trips a day past here to Por:without any of Annie Ripley's help. ^nd.
being very well patron- ----------------iged and all find it very convenient
AM ucpmr
w
Uve on
stateghape
highway
and it
AN
HEROIC ^TI JNT
b *tept
Jn flne
by 210,
the g,^

THAT DRATTED COW
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YES, SIR, FIFTY PIPEFULS
IN THIS TIN!
This is one of the Hawkins boys—
Roy, “What wonderful aroma
P.A. has,” he says. Prince Albert
is mild and packed with flavor.
It’s America’s national joy smoke!
Wc guarantee satisfaction:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful. of
Prince Albert If you don't find
it tbe mellowest, tastiest pipe to
bacco you ever smoked, return
the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to us at any time
within a month from this date,
and we will refund full purchase
price, plus postage. (Signed)
R J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Prince Albert is swell for rollyour-own cigarettes too.

Albert

C USS. a J. XwU.T* Oa.

r*

CA pipeful*

of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ox. tin of Prince Albert

Beats Gardiner 3 To 2 At
Community Park — Sam
Glover’s Solo Dashes
Remembering the setback which the
Gardiner football team gave Rock
land this fall. Coach Hcwe Glover's
beys went out on the ice to defeat
Gardiner at all costs and as a result
} it turned into the wildest and mos:
exciting game of the year. Trailing
; Gardiner by two goals at the close
j of the first period. Rockland then put
on pressure and with Sam Glover's
two solo dashes were able to tie thc
game at the end of the second period.
It looked rather gloomy for Rockland
in the last period as ’Rockland had
but two men left on the ice, but a
goal in the last two minutes gave
Rockland High the much deserved

SEZAKIANS COME BACK
I

Basketball Pennant

Rockland—Harden lw, Olover c,
Marriner rw, Childs Id, Dorgan rd,
Accardi goal.
Gardiner—B. Coogan rw. Harriman
c. W. Ooogin iw, Edwards rd, La
Salle Id. Munroe goal.
Spares—Rockland, Peterson, Bil
lings, Marsh, Peaslee. GardinerGould. Donovan. Hockings.
First Period—Coogins, rebound:
Harriman. Edwards. Second period,
no penalties. Olover two goals. Third
period. Glover, rebound. Penalties,
la,.
Childs, Edwards, Dorgan. Olover.

Rockland 27, Thom*- ton 21
feated Rcckland by 19 points. Bill
The Rockland High Schcol boys Sullivan's lassies showed a vast imgained revenge on Thomaston High provement for about thrre-quarters
Saturday night by taking a 27-21 dc- of the game had Coach Sturtevant
cision in a rugged defensive basketball ®nd hk 8-r’-s worried. However in the
TO USE GRANITE
battle.
Holding the Thomaston Ilast quarter the more experienced
quintet to three foul points and cne Thomaston girls' team began to funcfield goal in the first half the Orange tion and Piled up a substantial lead, For paving West Side High
and Black had a 5-4 lead the first T111 Yeung. Pike and Dimick starred
ways In New York—Fight
period and a 10-5 margin at the half for Rockland. Feyler. Johnsn and
Against Concrete
Jacobs worked well for Thomaston
• • • •
The vote to use granit? paving on
Bits* 49. Waldoboro 25
Waldoboro
High
School
ran
up
west
s!de hl&hwa>'» In New York interA Jay See Describes Method
the >«lX>w stripe in center, nicely
J 3
,
painted guide boards, white posts
against a stiff proposition Friday ests granite workers everywhere In
By W hich He Solved the aiong the Sjde to mark culvets, curnight when it tackled Bliss College the Feb. 11 issue cf the New York
ves
etc.,
with
yellow
and
black
school
on the Waldoboro court. The result Herald Tribune appeared this article:
Cow Problem
"Samuel Levy, Borcugh President of
signs, cross roads, which make them
was never in doubt. Williamson of
Manhattan,
won his fight yesterday
An Open Letter To Mr. “X”
well decorated
The Rc-kland boys . toad the old bird the visiting team was high scorer.
to
have
the
West Side highway link
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
We had a nice call from Adrian
Bliss College
on hb feet Saturday night. No
between Forty-sixth and Fiftieth
A few days ago I aspired to meet Everett, formerly of Rockland Armis
Pts
F.
O.
postcards from Thomaston
and greet you. But, now with alto tice Day. He now resides in Grand
0
10 Streets paved with granite blocks in
Mattatall. lf ........ — 5
gether different frame of mind I View. Wash.
14 stead of the more humble and less ex
0
Williamson,
rf
____
7
When the teams met at Thomaston
would be afraid to meet you, feeling
As we read the columns of the
0 pensive concrete slabs, as recommend
McGary.
rf
—
0
0
last Wednesday, Rockland was held to
that 1 might greet you harshly. I paper, talk of the town, society, etc..
11 ed by Paul Blanchard. Commissioner
1
one basket in the first half In the' Ellis, c —..................... 5
taw your problem in The Courier- an<j ftnd jo many new names and
12 of Accounts. The board united in
4
Foster,
lb
________
4
game last Saturday the tables were
Gazette relative to your brindle bos- each year many of the old ones omlt2 cpposlng Mayer F H LaGuardia, who
1
0
reversed and Thomaston got only cne Murphy, rb .....
held out for the suggestions of his
sle or was it a cow? It looked ex- bed. it really makes us, who are so'
0
Clark, rb ..........
0
0
basket ln the first half.
commissioner, and the vote in favor
tremely easy. Not being very good J far away, feel very sad. but we
The rcore at the end of the third
at figures I thought with the aid ot guess this is the way of life,
49 cf Mr Levy was 13 to 3.
Total ________ 22
period was Rockland 20 Thcmaston 13
'Clifford M. Pinckney, chief engi
a canvas one yard square, a rope, a : we often receive circulars anWaldoboro High
and the game ended with many of the
neer tn Mr Levy's office, submitted a
barn and my own cow. 1 might get nounclng the special sales of H. H
Pts
F
G.
Rcckland reserves seeing action.
the answer fairly correct.
crie & Co., which naturally makes us
2
2 report to the board explaining that al
For Rockland the brilliant defensive ' oung, lf ........... — 0
though granite was more c06tly than
By piecing up short bits of rope think of the old home town and the work of Crockett and Murgita was "a‘>-ers- H --------- *
4
2
and several tie-chains I got 75 feet many years we resided there. We said cutstanding, while LaCrosse, Lcrd and Achorn- r* ------------ 4
9 concrete in initial outlay, it would last
1
much longer without a cent being
of tether and by attaching one end our adieus to dear old Rockland in Morgan were having a wonderful Jain*eson- c ....... — 0
0
0
spent
for repairs. He pointed out that
cf this to the end of ccw's tall I i9oe but visited there ln 1920 and night in sinking the baskets. For Andersor- C --------- 0
0
0
it would cost $70 000 more to install,
made the required 80 feet. I tied her 1924. and often wonder when we wiU
2
French, lf _______ 3
8
but added it would have a life of fifty
to the northeast corner of my barn |, be walking on the streets of Rock Thcmaston the outstanding man was Borneheimer, rb ___ 0
2
3i
Upham
years, while thc concrete would at thc
Probably the southwest corner would land again. If the Townsend plan
The summary:
most last a deoade. and then would
have been better. Then I said to her goes through, hope we can before
Totals ...........
8
25
Rorkland High
have to be refaoed with asphalt. Mr
calmly but firmly. “Graze, darn you." many years.
j Blanchard contended, in a leng and
O
F
P
Well, we put in a very pleasant aft
It will soon be time for early
THE GIRLS’ GAME
!
LaCrosse,
lf
.......
......
2
4
8
technical report prepared by his cffice,
ernoon wallowing in the snow. Not garden making, ln fact, some have
I that concrete would last 25 years.
0
0
much "grazing” done, but although already gotten in peas, radish, let 1 Karl, lf__________ 0
j Morgan, rf _______ 2
15 Styvie's Team Shows Class, But
“It was the voice of experience
she pulled a corner post out of the tuce. and other garden seeds.
Rorkland Has Hopes For Next ! against ‘believe it or not.’ Mr. Pinck
.
Raye.
rt
_________
0
0
0
barn and I am threatened with pneu
We are still radio fans, and enjoy
Year
0
0
ney said after the special meeting of
monia I got what I truly believe is all the coast to coast broadcasts, and Winchenbach. rf__ 0
Lord,
c
-------------------6
2
14
the board. The people opposing
the correct answer to your problem.
to think you are tuned in too and
•Styries girls from Thomaston
were thc
who rcad
0
0
I found that were grass only there hearing all the wonderful programs Skinner, c _______ 0
copped their 12th straight victory of^.^
a malter of fact concrete
Murgita.
rg
..............
0
0
0
she could have fed over three-quar- i on the air, can truthfully say we
0
0 the season, when they defeated the will last only seven to ten years, after
ters of a circle wth an 80 Toot radius never had anything in our home that Peterson, rg______ 0
cover€d
We
0
0 Rcckland girls 50 to 31. While the J whieh u must
and two separate quarter circles with we got so much real enjoyment out Rawley. rg________ 0
score seemingly shows a vast differ couldn't find one instance to support
Crockett,
rg
............
0
0
0
a 40 foot radius which reduced to of as our radio. We used to have
0
0
0 ence ln the calibre of the two teams, the Commissioner of Accounts' report
square yards either by dividing square a battery set, but have an electric Leo. lg....................
_ I yet the Rockland rooters gained much although we checked everything
feet by 9 or else keeping careful one now. When you are enjoying a
10
7
27 satisfaction in watching the girls from the Mississippi to here and from
count with the yard square canvas, nice program. Just think of the Cox'3
, work.
Mair.e to Florida
Tho-nas'on High
that I used in my calculation (or was in the far Wert gnjoying it too.
The Thomaston girls clearly showed
"Mr. Pinckney also said that on'
O
F
P
it a survey) will give exactly 1954
If any of the back East folks are
1 their right to the Knox-Lincolt othcr granite-paved sections of the
1
4
•
square yards, 6 square feet, 138.24 out this way, hope they will hunt us Libby, lf ..........
League championship by their de highway, carrying 30 000 cars a day,
0
0
square inches.
up. as we would be very glad to sec Merrill, lf................. 0
cisive win. The two stellar forwards. no repairs have been made in five'
Anderson, rf______ 0
0
0
Gosh, wasn't It cold. You must be ‘ any one from home, any time,
2 Johnson and Feyler, have few equals years
0
in Florida with your cow. Give my | Wishing you all a very happy and Woodcock, rf............ 1
~ in the girls' teams witnessed so far
Raymond V. Ingersoll. Borcugh
2
best regards to Ed Powell and Ernest I prosperous year. I still remain one Delano, c ________ 0
” this season. Felt's work at sidccen- Preridcnt of Brocklvn. sided with Mr
C.
Delano,
c
............
1
0
Howard should you see them.
of the old Courier-Gazette force.
j ter contributed materially and showed Levy, explaining his vote bv saying
Johnson, rg............. 0
1
In the future don't, please, make
Josephine A. B. Cox
g adeptness at handling the ball.
that 'there is an honest difference of
2
them so strenuous.
A. Jay See.
Beaverton. Ore., R F. R. One, Box Upham, rg............... 2
Rockland's prospects for the next
Day.
lg
.....................
1
0
Union, Feb. 12.
No. 397.
_. year are bright. Too much cannot
i be said concerning the all round
6
9
21
TO BE HELD IN BATH
SHADES OF MATHEMATICS
I
Referee. Wotton. Time 4 8 min I ability that has been developed in
I
the team. Young's work as guard
Flans Announced For Annual Confer perieds.
was amazing to the onlookers who
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
Thoms.
.ton
Girt
50,
Rockland
Girls
31
ence of State D.A.R., March 17-19
have been seeing her at center, and
As no one geems to help “X" with ’
_____
In thc girls’ game Thomaston dePike and Till have progressed rapidly
his cow question, I will see what I can
The annual conference of the State
at forward. So here's hoping Rock
do. If I had a preposition like that,, of Maine Society, Daughters of thc
land will be back with a punch next
1 would:
I American Revolution, will be held in
SAVE FUEL
year and they have the "makin's."
Let 30 feet (or ten yards) equal the Bath, on the invitation of Col. DumThe game started off with a zip
radius of a circle. The diameter would mer Sewall Chapter. March 17. 18 and
BAKE QUICKLY
and pep that showed that a fast clip
be 60 feet (or 20 yards). Multiply the j 19
Put in your kitchen one of tbe new
was going to be kept and it wa3.
square of the diameter by <854 and
The State Executive Board will
With both teams functioning well,
get thc area of the circle; 20 times 20 me5t on Tuesdav. March 17 at 4 p m
they battled quite evenly for the first
times .7854 equals 314 16 Now the at Hotel Phoenix There will be an
quarter: Rockland holding Thomas
cow will graze only % of this circle | lnformai meettng of the delegates on
ton 10 to 10. After this the oppos
which will be 235.62 square yards.
; Tuesday eventng, at 8 p. m. at the
ing team forged ahead to lead 37 to
Fannie Tray
church. The condition and needs of
19 at the end of the half.
| Knox Memorial will be presented at
In thc second half Thomaston
SMART SEARSPORT BOY
; this meeting.
showed
its superorlty and surged
Conference opens at 10 a. m. March
ahead to gain its goal and when the
Jackson Nichols of Searsport, has 18. Report of the committee on rehectic half ended tho firhl score
been named to the honor roll cf the : vision of the by-laws will be made at
read 50 to 31 for Thomaston. Pike
Tilton iN.H.) School for thc semester \ the Conference, and action taken as
and Till played evenly, while Feyler
Nichols, who formerly attended proposed by the committee.
"It's a honey" in every way
was high scorer for the opponents
Bucksport Seminary, is in his third, Luncheon on Wednesday noon will
—this smart new Sock of the
In the last half Young played bril
year at Tilton. He has been vice , be served at the church. Banquet will
liantly for Rockland.
Month. In timely, modern
president of the sophomores, captain. be served at the YMC.A. Wednesday
[
Rcckland
—
Rf
Pike,
Gray,
lf
Till,
style
... in outstanding value
of Jay-vee basketball and a member evening at 6.30 Reception Wednesj Jc Young. Crowley, sc Dimick. Cook.
of the track team. He is the son of day evening at 9 p. m. at the home of
. . . and in the wear you
Phillips, rg McPhee. Shannon, Welch,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Nichols cf Mrs. Rupert Baxter. Bath.
know you can expect from
lg McAlary, Ramsdell. Thomaston—
Searspc rt.
Headquarters of the Conference will
Holeproof! Special at 50c
The best range that can be made.
Rf Feyler, Condon, Davis, lf John
be at Hotel Phoenix. Make reserva
Trade In Your Old Range
this
month only.
son, Jc Coates, sc Felt, Henry,
tions directly with the hotel. For
LONG COVE
Jacobs, lg Bradlee, Jack.
rates, consult your local regent.
Priced from
Goals from floor, Bike 5, Till 7,
Fare for the round trip on Maine

GLENWOOD
RANGES

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

irom rouis, i-ixe 0, Tin 2, Feyler 2,
Condon 2, Johnson 2. Referee, Wot
ton. Timers, McCarty and Grafton.
Scorers, Seiber and Tibbetts,

Why wear out your shoes trying to
get a Job ln «n overcrowded prof ftston? There »re opportunities ln
the new profession of beauty culture.
It ls s growing profession Let us send
you a booklet which tells of tha op
portunities.

HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 161
Massachusetts Avenue. Boston Ap
proved by State of Maine.
3-S-tf

Savings for the entire year will be made if you take
advantage of this sale. Everything on Bale is from
our regular stock so you can be sure of getting the
best gcods obtainable. Come in and see the dozens

, victory.

;

And Rockland High Again Has a Crack At the

GIRLS

stronger type of paving in a struc
ture where vibration is more than on
a street level, and where interruption
because cf repairs Inflicts a greater
handicap than elsewhere.
“Mayor La Guardia made no com ment. merely voting ‘no.’ Mr. Levy,
who wore a red carnation, appeared
pleased.

Don’t Carry Heavy
Bundles in the Snow
Phone 122
ir Prompt
Delivery

of unlisted articles on sale all this week.

A Sale of Quality Products—Packed By
America’s Oldest Spice Millers
STICKNEY & POOR

PURE VANILLA............................... 20ozbot 15c
PURE BLACK PEPPER...................3 oz can 08c
PREPARED MUSTARD......... 9 oz tumbler 07c

SWORDFISH

CREAM TARTAR and SODA .... lb of each 28c

Cut to Fry or Broil

Lb. 19c
SHREDDED WHEAT

BLACK PEPPER, packed in beautiful handy
salt and pepper shakers; include a set in
your order; per set........................................... 16c

2 pkgs. 23c

RAPID COOKING TAPIOCA, two 8 oz pkg 15c

2 Sample Pkgs. Free

ALL WEEK SALE

HEINZ SPAGHETTI
3 13’-^ ox tin* 25c

BULK DATES, new stock.......................... 3 lbs 25c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE ..................... 2 cates 26e
MIXING BOWL FREE

SALTED PEANUTS

COCOA........................................................ 2 lb tin 15c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, in «yrup; 2 No. 2 tins 25c
MACARONI.................................... two 1 lb pkgs 17c
PRUNES............................................ two 2 lb pkgs 29c
P. & G. SOAP, 1 cake free....................... 4 bars 14c
IVORY SOAP...................................... 2 lge cakes 19c

Cooked tn our own Bingo Nut
Cooker daily, in Pure Olive Oil

Lb. 19c
We Une No. 1 Peanuts Only

FRANKFORTS

ONE SMALL PKG. IVORY FLAKES FREE

2 lbs. 31c
MINCED HAM

SILVER DUST........................................... lge pkg 10c
FAMOUS NEW SOAP POWDER—SAMPLE PKG. FREE

2 lbs. 25c

HEINZ KETCHUP.................................... lge bot 18c
SNIDER’S KETCHUP............................ lge bot 15c

ASPARAGUS
lge. 31 oz. tin 25c

THE THREE FAVORITES IN HEINZ SOUPS

HEINZ MUSHROOM
HEINZ GUMBO CREOLE
HEINZ BEEF BROTH

Pillsbury’s Farina

X CANS

23c

Large 28 oi. pkg.

2 pkgs 29c
Pea Beans,

3 lbs 10c

YELLOW SPLIT PEAS, bulk..................... 2 lbs 13c
IMITATION VANILLA........... three 8 oz hots 25c
SALT.......................................................... 10 lb bag 15c

Johnson Beans, 2 qts 21c
1 lb 13c

Salt Pork,

NEEDHAMS,

“For Winter Health”

KELLOGG'S

SILVER NIP

ALL BRAN

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
two I3*/2 02 ti”*

Measuring Cup Free

2 pkgs. 37c

PINEAPPLE JUICE
2 No. 2 tins 25c

CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO SOUP

TWO POPULAR BRANDS OF
FLOUR AT GREAT SAVINGS

4 cans 27c

MISS MUFFETT
PURPLE CROSS

HEALTH CLUB

24’/z lb sack 89c

BAKING POWDER
SO. QUEEN FLOUR
24‘ ,2 lb bag 71c

2 Ib. tin 19c

lb 15c

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN'S

Jell-O ...... .................. 3 pkgs 17c
Calo Dog Food .......... 3 cans 25c
Flour and Bran __ 5 lb bag 21c
Pancake Flour-------- 4 pkgs 25c
Prune Juice ......... 10 oz bot 10c
Snider's Tomato Juice, 20 oz 10c
Norwegian Sardines .... 2 tins 15c
Cocoamalt ............... 1 Ib tin 39;
Liver and Onions .......... can 10c

Diamond Safety Edge Wax
Paper ___________ 3 rolls 25;
One Roll Free

BLUE I.ABEL

Tomato Juice Cocktail

26 oz bot 17c

DRIED APRICOTS............................... lb19cGood Luck Lemon Pie Filling 2 pkg 19c
KNOX GELATINE................... pkg 19c
PINK SALMON................... 2 cans 21c
MOLASSES.............................. gallon 61c TEA, Orange Pekoe...... % lb pkg 19c
WALNUTS, lge size................ lb 19c
PRESERVES.......................... lb jar 17c
TOMATOES............. 3 No. 2 tins 23c
Pure Strawberry or Raspberry

ROLLED OATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lge 42 oz pkg 23c

SPECIAL

NEW MONAX WEAR
CUP AND SAUCER WITH
EACH PACKAGE

2 LGE. PKGS. CH1PSO
5 BARS STAR SOAP
Large Pkg. Chipso Granules Free

59c

Direct Shipment from St. Augustine, Florida, To Our Markets

FRESH SHRIMP, Fancy Cape, Jumbo Size.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 19c
Pig’s Liver.. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 25c Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. ... lb 14c
Strong Cheese .. ... lb 29c Smoked Shoulders, short
The Kind You Like

Onions.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 6 lbs 25c

MAIN STREET

shank, lean.... .... lb 19c

PERRY’S MARKETS

PARK STREET

Page Tlired
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Every-Other-Day
Funeral services for Bose Bradford!
Durant were held Monday from the |
Russell Funeral Home, Rev. C. E. j
Brooks officiating.
Bearers were
Robert Powell, Calvin Beal, T homas |
Egan. Peter Egan. Entombment in i
Sea View. Burial at Thomaston ln'
the spring.

FRIENDSHIP

CAMDEN

Alden Dociije has returned from
Miss Margaret Williams has been
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., where lie has
ill with tonsilitis.
The Boy Scouts met Saturday been employed ln a CC'C Camp.
Inprovcd and Enlarged MONOPOLY . . . $2.00
Meguntlcook Orange meets Wed- !
night
at the home of Ralph WlnAuspices Rockland Townsend Club No. 1
nesday night, thc third and fourth
chenpaw.
degrees to be conferred on a class
Harvey Brown and Edgar Libby
of candidates. (Harvest supper at 6
were callers Sunday on Frank Oeyer.
o'clock. Those not solicited are
AT 8.00 P. M.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will ob- J
Mrs. Phobe Bunus ls visiting her
asked to take food.
daughter, Miss Lola Burns, ln
serve its annual Past President's
Robert Coates has returned from
Night Thursday, with Mrs. Millie
Malden Mass.
a short stay in Boston.
Thomas in charge. Supper at 6 will
A surprise party was tendered Mrs.
OF PITTSFrELO
Mrs. Roxie Whitehouse entertains
precede, the housekeepers to be Mrs.
Ethel
Day and Elbridge Winchen- ,
j^j. QUa(re club Wednesday at
Will speak on thc Townsend old age revolving pension plan, ex
Velma Marsh, Mrs. Elizabeth Greg
paw
recently
when
friends
arrived
i
her
on Mountain strcet.
plaining how the transaction tax system will lift America out of
ory. Mrs. Nellie Higgins, Mrs. Carrie
for a pleasant get-together, passing
The ladies of the Congregational
ite present distressing situation and bring back prosperity to all
Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Carolyn Stew
the time in congenial merriment.
Society will hold a food sale at the
and comfort to those who are no longer able to rarn a living.
art, and Mrs. Lena Rollins.
Mrs. E A. Bums is in Damariscot store of Carleton, French & Com
A cordial invitation to ail
ta for a visit with her son and pany, Friday, at 1 o'clock.
Looks like another large meeting i
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Rol
Mrs. Raymond Pooler and two
Including Extra Sizes
of the Baptist Men's League Thurs-1
and
E.
Bums.
children
and Miss Lena Sylvester of
coming wriGnnonHoon events
day night. The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Lizzie Thompson has been ’ Portland are guests of Mrs. Pooler's
Feb. 19—Illustrated lecture. "Behind
the Wall* of China" by Dr. Marlun Major George Blaney of the 240th |
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday 2.30 confined to the house for two weeks , mother, Mrs. A. T. Newhall.
Bradshaw.
at
the
Congregational
with Miss Marcia Farwell at her home with a lame arm.
Mrs. Henry Foster is in Hanover
Church
j
, Coast Artillery Corps and his subject
Feb 1J>— Past Orands and Past Noble •The National Guard" is one which
20 Summer street. Please note change
Orands Association of Knox and Lin
Mrs Alta Cates of Thomaston was for a short stay. Hcr mother, Mrs.
coln counties meets at Albert McPhail * is very dear to his heart. Herbert W.
| ln place.
recent guest of her parents, Mr. and Alice Richardson, fell recently and
Owl's Head
Peb 19-20—Junior Class presents three Keep will do a vaudeville stunt with
Mrs Roscoe Simmons of Forest sustained a broken hip
one-act plays at High School auditorium. the Indian clubs, and the women
The Southern Zone of the Maine
On account of the storm yesterday
Feb 20- Past Presidents' night at
What has become of "Cully?”
Lake.
Association of Optometrists will meet
folks will offer an appetizing supper.
Edwin Libby Relief Corp*.
there was one session of schools. The
Everybody
is
asking,
and
for
thr
Feb. 20—Birthday banquet, Methodist
An all-day meeting of the Metho
at 391 Main street Thursday at 7 30
“no school” signal was also sounded
veatry.
moment I cannot tell.
dist Ladies Aid was held Thursday
Frb 20Baptist Men's League
p.
m.
under
the
direction
of
Dr.
Brad

this morning as traveling was ex- j
Charles
Oould
who
has
been
on
a
Peb 20—Annual coffee party of St.
ford Burgess, chairman. Subjects for at the vestry, with the Baptist Circle eptionally difficult.
Bernard a parish at Odd Fellows hall.
trip with the Around-the-WorldThe
roar
of
Niagara
has
again
Peb 21—Camden—Fire Department
discussion will include the following: as Invited guests. Helen Simmons.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies ol
Steamshlp Line since the first of I been postponed by the Carborun
Gift Ball In Opera House.
Peb 21—Rockland High School Kippy
‘‘Study of the Un-Conditioned Re Carrie MacFarland and Oertrude the GAR., meet Friday night with
December
returned
home
Saturday,
dum
program.
The
falls
are
still
Karnival.
. _
„
,
.
flex," "Light and Lighting.” "Thc Mil Oliver were in charge of the dinner public supper at 6 o'clock.
Peb 21 (2 to 9 30)—Educational Club having had a most interesting expert- i frozen over.
meets at O A.R. hall.
lion Dollar Watch and the IngersclL” served to 29 At 2 o'clock the meet
«•*«•*•••
(Miss Thelma Daucett of Gorham
Peb 22—Washington's Blrthdav.
enoe. On the outward trip Mr.
yet.* 22—Union—Winter carnival at
and "Hew to Decrease Myopia in ing was called to order with the Normal school was weekend guest of
In
the
Hit
Parade
Saturday
Oould sailed on a Greek ship as
Seven Tree Pond
president, Oertrude Oliver, in the
Peb 22-24—Camden—Winter carnival radio operator. The return was on
School Children.”
night “Alone" was still Public
her parents, (Mr and (Mrs. Leforest
at Hosmers Pond
...
chair
After the devotional service
Melody No. 1. “I'm Going To Sit
B. Daucett.
Feb 24—Quarterly mgetlng Lincoln the President Hayes, of which Capt.
T. C. Stone. Mrs. Alice Fernald. and business, a short program was
Baptist Association at First Baptist
Right Down and Write Myself
Sam Salvo is having a camp built i I
Pearson, a Rockland man, is com
Church.
_ . .
.
Miss Esther Ahlberg, Eugene Spear. presented including Major WinchenPeb. 34—Shakespeare Society meets mander.
A grand assortment of Van Raalte Bloomers,
a Letter," stood second.
on Mcgunticook river, near the Fish
with Mrs Louise Duff
Charles Smith, and Miss Ruth paw ln two vocal solos; readings by Hatchery.
Peb. 26 -Ash Wednesday.
Panties and Vests, full cut, and well tailored.
Anderson, representing the local Ella Cook, Josephine Lowry, Geneva
Prb 26—Annual meeting of Knox
All radio broadcasts are carry
Mr. and (Mrs. Ralph Collemer and
Junior League held Us Installation
County Fish and Oame Association at
Thompson.
Marion
Knapp
and
Edna
telephone
office,
motored
to
Bangor
ing
that
merciful
appeal
“
Feed
Baptist Church tn Thomaaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts mo
Included in this group at no extra price are
Peb 26- Thomaston -Annual meettng of officers at the home of Mrs.
yesterday to attend a party at the Packard. The next session will be tored Sunday to Lincolnville Beach.
of Knox County Fish and Oame As Esther Berman, the new officers be- , thc Birds.”
Bangor House given in honor of Ira Feb 19 at the home of Adelia Jame
sociation at Baptist Church.
extra sizes.
Mrs. A. V. Elmore entertained the
Peb. 27—Masonic
masquerade at ing President: Miss Anna L. Gordon; 1
Next
Sunday
night
will
be
Port

P. Watson, manager of the Bangor son.
Temple hall.
Monday
Club
this
week
at
her
home
vice president, Miss Ruth Dondis;
March 2—Warren—Town meeting
Mrs Ellis Lawry and Mrs. Clayton
land. Mr., night in the Major
office, who is completing 35 years of
on High street, with Mrs. Estelle H.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at secretary. Miss Sophie
Cohen;
Bowes hour. We'll all be listening.
service.
Employees and officials Oliver were guests last Tuesday of Perry as hostess. Mrs. Addle B. Mc
Opera House, sponsored by Can
treasurer, Miss Ada Green. A busi
Rockport Lions Club.
comprised the guests, numbering Mrs Bedfield Miller.
March 17-St Patrick! Day.
Intire presented a paper on "Edith
March 23—Bath—Launching of the ness meeting followed Installation,
Ora. widow of Aha Simmons, died Wharton."
Robert McIntosh ls critically IU at.around 150' many of uhom were out
destroyer Drayton.
_
and
plans
were
made
for
a
bridge
to
~
I
1 of State and from all parts of Maine Friday at her home here. Funeral
March 23-28—Orono—Farm and Home ----- -----------------The public supper which was to
be given on Monday, Feb. 24. in the Rockland city farm.
j
____________
week
services were held Sunday from thc
April 5—Palm Sunday.
..
.
.. „ „ _ , have be<’n -served Saturday by the ’
We have just received twelve cr fifteen new
vestry
of
the
synagogue,
with
Miss
;
-------April 10—Oood Friday.
DR. CONRAD R HOFFMAN
'ladles of
Methodist Society, has i
April 12—Easter.
Dondis
and
Miss
Anna
Finegold
as
The
regular
meeting
of
Winslowland Simmons
April 15-20-Augusta—Maine Metho
numbers, $1.00 and $1.93 . . . sizes to 44.
been postponed to March 7.
hostess. Mrs. Berman and Mrs. Holbrook Post, is cancelled this week
dist conference
_
Dr Conrad R Hoffman 55, a lead
Mrs Rose White of Rockland has
At the Townsend Club meeting j
June 0--Republican National Conven
Joseph Dondis were presented a gift that all members may attend the
One dollar number is French Crepe with your
tion opens In Cleveland.
ing physician and surgeon of northern employment at the home of Mrs Wednesday night at K P. hall, beano
June 0-11—Annual convention O.AR ln appreciation of the many kind- Knox County Legion Council meeting
and allied bodies In Rockland.
and other entertainment will be at-1
New York, who with his family, often Charles Stenger.
initials ... all for $1.00.
June 15—Primary Election.
nesses to the League. Special guests at Thomaston State Prison,
Mrs.
Gladys
Fletcher
and
Miss
tractions.
June 10-21—Annual encampment of
passed
summers
at
Hcliday
Beach
and
were
Mrs.
Harmon
Davis,
Portland,
th* Maine Department. Veterans of
Margaret Osier are ln Boston for the
The annual food fair sponsored by |
Foreign Wars. In this city.
Tickets for the three one-act plays was well-known at the Rockland remainder of the winter.
June 26-28--Lewiston—American Le Mrs. Rose Proust and Mrs. Dondis.
__________________________
K SENTER CRANE COMPANY
the Camden-Rockport
Lions Club to
gion and allied bodies, hold SUte con
to be presented Feb. 19 and 20 by the Country Club, died Sunday at Glens
ventions
The Baptist Circle will meet be held in tlie Opera House March
The clam chowder served Feb. 13 Junior Class at the High Schcol au Falls (N.Y.) Hospital. He underwent
May 10—Mothera Day.
Thursday with Mrs. Bedfield Miller j 5'7- promises to be one of the bigto the Townsend Club at Gecrge ditorium will be checked at Chis a major operation last week about 30
for an all-day session. Dinner will gest events of the season. Oov Louis
Rockland has the ski fever.
Lewis' Sea Grill on Park street, was holm's and at the High School gym
be served at noon, those who have J- lBrann will officially start the fair
a
•>»
hours
after
he
himself
had
performed
made by Mrs. Corthell of Masonic I Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday at
not been solicited to take sweets.
Thursday night. A 81C0 award will be
For this week we have to offer one grand bargain.
Winslcw-Holbrook Drum Corps has street, and it seemed quite like old 4 p. m.
an operation.
The
Farm
Bureau
meeting
will
be
made ewry nlghtsupper at thc Fox Lunch tonight at times to be enjoying one of her de- j
It's something that every man knows about and
Dr. Hoffman is survived by his wife
heki Friday at the home of Mrs
630.
licious chowders. Mrs. Laurel Hen
Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl ScouU, Ethel (Shadie) Hoffman, a former
values.
«
Few who writ# to the newspa
derson was chairman of the supper announces a tea and entertainment Rcckland girl; two sons. Robert and Marjory Winchenpaw for an all-day
per
realize
that
thirty
lines
will
Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's and much credit was due her for the
Session, the subject to be, "The Herb
to be given In the Universalist vestry'. Conrad, all of Glens Falls; his father
aeeure a hundred readere, while
church will meet Thursday at 2:30 delicious food and the successful way
G srden." Mrs. Abbie Stevens and
half a column secure* one.
Thursday. Feb. 27, 2 to 4, this to be
In the Undercoroft.
the supper was handled. She was open to the public. Members of the Adam Hoffman cf Selkirk; three Mrs. lewis will be In charge of the
assisted by Miss Bertha McIntosh. ( troop are requested to meet at the sisters. Mrs. Abraham Clapper of Sel dinner.
Forrest Hatch has resumed his
The valentine party under the
duties with the police department who acted as hostess with her. and veS(jy Thursday at 4. to rehearse for kirk. Mrs Emmanuel Vanderbilt of
auspices
of the Methodist Ladies Aid
conducted a beano game. She was1 the program.
Glenment. Miss Caroline Hoffman of
after a weeks sick leave.
Never before have wc been able to offer such a
which waa to have been held Friday,
assisted in serving by Mrs. Clark
Glens Falls: three brothers, Clarence
was
postponed
till
tonight.,
wonderful
bargain. These are selling everywhere at
Staples,
Mrs.
Elmer
Kaler,
Mrs.
Grant
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
The Joint meeting of the Lions. D. of Glenmont, Peter R. of Selkirk
All eggs laid on our farms. Maine
Young.
Mr:
Alfred
Condon,
Mrs.
Rayand
Elks
Clubs
with
Mrs.
Marjory
Winchenpaw
enter

$1.50 per garment and that will be our price next
night. There will be an afternoon
Accredited Pullorum Clean. 8779
mond Smallwood and Miss Ripley. A the Rockland Chamber of Commerce and Orville C. of Littleton, Col.; and tained the 4-H Club girls Saturday
birds tested — no reactors.
card party, and supper at 6:15.
week.
REDS,
CROSSBREDS
very enjoyable evening was spent, fol will be held in the Congregational several nieces and nephews.
afternoon at a valentine party, those
Baby Cockerels.
Baby Pallets
At the time cf his death he was present being Mrs. Florence Halm.
Meanwhile every day new spring goods are ar
Justin L. Cross, formerly with the lowed by the regular meeting.
vestry tonight, with supper at 6.30. president of the Olens Falls AcademyBred for heavy laying, fast growing
Eda
Lawry,
Arlene
and
Sara
Johnriving.
The Sweaters for men and boys are new
"Eastern,” is about to open a neigh
and
quick
feathering
There will be two excellent speakers
Jamcson
8te(
The annual coffee party of St. . on the program. This meeting is un- of Medicine, member of Olens Falls soa
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.
borhood store near his residence.
patterns and are handsome. Come in and look them
Mary Barbara aRd Rudy |||
Oet our Catalogue—that's tha
Bemard's parish takes place Thursthp ausplces Qf {he Ll0Rfi CTu„ Dxlge BP OK. member of Glens
Maine idea
over.
‘Mrs. Mary Rogers will be hostess day night at Odd Fellows hall, the and Rjng Lion Oregory
very de_ Falls Country Club. Fellow of the Allen, Paultne and
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
American
College
of
Surgeons,
Fellow
Irene
Bllrns
to Fales Circle. Ladies of the OAR.. sc, ting of supper beginning at 5:30.
RFD No 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
sirous that there shall be a large rep
Also through N E CHICK
of the American Medical Association, sevens. Francis Cook Barbara
for Its regular meeting Friday night. Beano will be an attraction with a
SERVICE
resentation.
member of the New York State Med:- Autlo> norence
Loma | =
very worthwhile prize in the offing
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
cal Society, former president of the
Mao- and Carolyn
June
and the award of a ton of coal
rcV. j. clarence Leckemby is
meets tomorrow. Cards in this
Warren
County
Medical
Society,
an
and
Marie
Wlnchenpaw
for
promises a thrill. In an entertain- scheduled to speak at the K. of P.
afternoon, supper at 6 and evening
costum(,s were
ment program of a lighter nature, hall tonight under the auspices of the attending surgeon at the Olens Falls the
session.
features will be dancing by Miss local Townsend Club. Many who have Hospital staff and a member cf the awarded to Marie Winchenpaw
board of managers cf the Warren Paullne p^,.
F(,lltfr p^^j
Miss Ruth Anderson, chief opera Florence Molloy, gifted assistant at expressed disappointment at no*, County laboratory. He was a former
Bums,
June
Vose
and Phyllis
the
Elise
Alien
Comer
School
of
the
hearing
his
Jan.
16
address
will
have
tor ln the local telephone office. Is
member of the board of directors of Stevens. Games were played and
rsnee,
and
Misses
Carolyn
Webster.
an
opportunity.
Miss
Bertha
MclnIn Bangor for a few days attending
the Olens Falls Hospital.
refreshments served, the decoration.-,
conferences In connection with her Barbara Murray and Beverly Glen- : tCjh, chairman of the entertainment
being artistically carried out ln har
denn
’
pg;
and
songs
by
Tom
Pietros-.,
committee
has
arranged
an
interestposition.
DIED
mony with the occasion
ki. with hit sister, Miss Helen, at thc ing program to precede the lecture
ANDREWS- At Augusta. Feb IT. Min
p.-ano.
Further
additions
to
comwhteh
starts
ab:ut
9
o'clock.
This
> At thc board meeting Feb. 11 it
nie M Andrews, aged 82 years. I
msnth. 3 day» Funersl Thursday at
gjVe those who may be attending
was voted by the Maine Federation ti ittecs include: Kitchen. Mrs. Greg2 o'clock from Burpee funeral parlors
Interment In West Rockport.
local prayer meeting an opportuDAY OLD TRICKS for sale, also
of Music Clubs to provide four pupils ory Wynne, Mrs. Raymond Moulaione week old and two necks old
SEAVEY—At Rockland. Feb 15. Mary' A..
of Fraternity House Music School son Donald Coughlin and Mrs. Rob- nUy to hear the speaker.
wife of Albert Seavey. aged 45 years.
chicks all Irom Pure Bred Blood
10 months. 28 days Funeral todav at
Tested, Heavy Laying Breeding
(Portland) with funds to enable bins; ice cream and homemade I-------------------------------------------------2 o'clock from Burpee funeral parlors
Stock. Onr Rhode Island Red
Chicks are the best money ran
them to continue their studies until candy, Miss Marie Dorgan, Miss
MONTGOMERY—At Warren. Feb 17.
buy and come from the largest
ANNOUNCING
Frank L. Montgomery, aged 64 years.
Mildred Sweeney; tickets at door,
June.
Red Farm In the East, containing
4 month*. 28 days Funeral from the
Miss Winifred Coughlin, Miss Mar
44.006 Breeders. We sell all breed*
The Opening of a New
residence Thureday at 2 p. m.
and colors at greatly reduced
The monthly meeting of Past garet Adams and Joseph Adams.
price*. D*y old* 10c ea, week
CARD OF THANKS
old 13c ea, two weeks old 18c ea.
Grands and Noble Grands Associa
We wish to express our sincere ap
Parcel Post Prepaid to any ad
tion of Kr.ox and Lincoln Counties
preciation of the many kindnesses ac
dress in Maine. See our lulcks
L. B. Cook and Harold Coombs will
corded us during the illness and death
In our Electric Battery Brooders
will take place Wednesday night at head tlie men's circle supper at the
of our son and brother We are espe
3.000 to selert Irom. improve your
at the
cially grateful to the Odd FeUow's for
flocks and save money besides.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Congregational vestry Wednesday.
their many acts of consideration
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
Corner of Warren and
McPhail. Owl's Head. Take box Prof. Marian J. Bradshaw of tlie
Isaac B. Simmons and family
13% discount during Jan. and
Frb CaK. write or phone lor
Main Streets
lunch, to be augmented by beans and Bangor Theological Seminary gives
Catalogue STOVER’S, Rorkland
88 Park St. Phone l?00.
14-tf
Ready For Business
hot coffee.
an illustrated lecture. “Behind the
MICKIE SAYS—
Walls of China,” in the auditurium
F. A. KIMBALL
American Legion Auxiliary mem at 7:30 and upon to the public. Proi.
21*22
f REMEMBER *TH(S, FOLKS l
bers will be privileged to hear Mrs. Bradshaw recently spent a year in a |
Melvin Mucklestone, National presi world wide trip, undertaken to gain i
-THERE AIMT MO PAPERPRIMPED IM AKN NEARBY
dent of the Auxiliary, on a nation a closer insight into actual condi- |
env THAT PRIMUS AB MUCH
wide hookup Feb. 22. 4:30 to 4:45. tiong and feelings among the ordin
HOME NEWS AS WE DO '.
The broadcast may be picked up on ary citizens particularly of th? Ori
RJR3HERAAOR6, THEY ARE
any station affiliated with the ent. This trip touched Hawaii. 5
TBVIMGr TD UMOSRMIME OUR.
Columbia Bioadcasting System.
PROSPERITY, FOR. ALL OF
Japan. Korea, Manchuria, China. j
AND
WEIR APS ARE ATTEMPTS
the Philippines, the Dutch East 1
TO GET OOft PEOPLE TO
Ladies’ Night Wednesday at Elks Indies, the Malay States, Slam, i
SPEMP THE1P AAOWEW
Home. Smith's Orchestra. Buffet Burma and India. Subsequently he
Established 1840
AWAY FROM HOME
lunch. Elks and friends invited.— went to Egypt, Palestine,'Greece and
Licensed Embalmera and
adv.
other points of the Near East. In
Attendanta
The chapel at the Russell
China Prof. Bradshaw lived mostly !
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Funeral Home is quiet, con
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrew*
at educational institutions, having '
DR. J. H. DAMON
venient and set amid peaceful
direct contact with Hu-Shih, a
DENTIST
Day or Night Telephone
scholar whose mastery of thought 1
home surroundings. The use
By Appointment
450
and literature has few equals any- •
Telephone 415-W
of this beautiful chapel may
Representative*
in all larg* cities
where in the world, and who is pro
be had at no extra cost.
In the United States and Canada
Over Newberry’s 5c & lOr Store
fessor of philosophy at the National
ROCKLAND, MAINE
University at Peiping. One of the
AMBULANCE
mos tsplendid sights of this trip was
Service is Instantly available.
Experienced attendanta on duty.
the Great Wall of China and thc life
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, behind this wall, life touched upon
Day and Night Telephone
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
from many viewpoints, will form the
by expert engineer
450
substance of Prof. Bradshaw's lec
TEL. 662
CROCKETT'S OARAGE
Ml
MAlaT
AT.
ROC KLAND, MR.
ture
on
Wednesday
night.
The
pic

Rockport. Phone 2380-Camdpn member
9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
ao-u
National Radio Institute,
tures
he
will
show
were
taken
by
Washington, D. O.
asea
Stf
7-21-tf himself.
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Public TOWNSEND MEETING
K. of P. HALL-TONIGHT

Special Purchase

REV. J. CLARENCE LECKEMBY

Van Raalte Undies

39c

TALK OF THE TOWN

New Blouses

CARTER’S OVERALLS
•' 98'

WILLIS AYER

GRAIN STORE

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Russell Funeral Home
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Kerry Tounr. » l»d
of »evtn, le prepared to flee the
burning lumber catnp of hl. benefac
tor. Jack Snow, who took the young•ter to live with him at the death
of Kerry's mother. Tod West has In
structed Kerry to come with a file
containing the camp's funds should
It be endangered. Flames attack the
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
cious (lie. and Tod race to town Tod
acts queerly. At the bank the file
Is found empty and Kerry la blamed
with taking the wrong one.
CHAPTER II.—Snow, hls head
quarters end money gone, Is ruined
and sone thereafter dies, leaving
Kerry to the Poor Commissioner.
Kerry suspects Tod and swears to
even tbe score.

CHAPTER III —In a St. Paul office
Kerry, now In mai.bood. and an ex
pert woodsman lewrns of the where
abouts of West. Kerry rescues a
, lovely girl from a scoundrel, who
.proves to be West Tod threatens to
pauperize the girl Nan Downer. She
thanks Kerry end tells him of the
robbery and murder of her father
and of Tod's advances She Is oper
ating a lumber tract which her fa
ther had purchased from West.
CHAPTER IV.—Kerry makes camp
At the general store In West's Land
ing. he flnds Tod engaged In a poker
game. Jim Hinkle, timber employee,
loses heavily. Kerry exposes Tod's
cheating and disarms him. The crowd
Is unconvinced of Tod's duplicity.
Kerry Identifies himself to West,
who denies knowing him and ad
vises him to leave town.

CHAPTER VI

HE

sud

had climbed from the

bank of orange clouds which
T
screened Its rising; the mill whis

tle had blown summoning men to
work and the saw had at last
taken np Its daily song.
Kerry Young had been np before
the break of day. built hls fire,
bathed In the stinging waters of
the river and dressed leisurely.
Then he set hls shaving kit on a
stump beside the stream and pro
ceeded to clean cheeks and chin of
yesterday's beard stnbhle. Today
he was going to present himself to
Nan Downer and ask for work, a
move which Ezra Adams had urged.
It was while peering Into the
mirror as he began manipulating
the razor that hls eyes lost thelr
glint of laughter and became most
Intent. Across the way spruces
grew thick along the river bank, and
as he turned hia back to tbe
stream, he caught In the mirror a
reflection of branches being parted,
of a face peering at him.
He pretended to give thia watch
er no heed, but he took long at his
shaving, and half a dozen times had
a fair glimpse of the man's face.
It was no one he had seen before.
He was not all surprised when
Tip, recumbent beside the fire,
raised his head sharply and gave a
low growl.
"Easy, chum!” Kerry muttered.
"Coming Into the open, eh?"
But It was nothing across the
stream which had attracted the
dog; nor was the man approaching
the one who had spied on him from
the timber.
Jim Hinkle was coming along tbe
trail which followed the bank.
"Well, Jim?" Yonng asked.
Hinkle plunged at once Into hls
errand.
• I've come to tell you," he said,

"that this ain't a very healthy
place for you to hang around!"
"So? Kind of you to take this
trouble. Is this ... a friendly act
or a warning, Jim?"
“Call lt what you want to. I
come here because lt looked last
night as if you was doin’ me a fa
vor. Instead, you put me In a hell
of a hole. You, nor nobody else,
can make me think that Tod West
would cheat at cards!"
A whiff of surprise escaped
Kerry,
"Well, I’ll be damned!" he

"I’ve Come to Tell You,” He Said,
"That This Ain’t a Very Healthy
Place to Hang Aroundl"

breathed. “You really aren’t con
vinced?’’
"I don’t know what your game
was, but when a stranger In thia
country makes a play like that
Iwith a man like Tod — well, he
get far,"

"Maybe. Not at first."
•‘Or anywhere along the llne!"
The man appeared to be making an
effort to lash himself Into a mood
of truculence. "If you'd stuck
around to hear what they said In
the store last night, you'd find out
bow far you got.
"If you know what's good for
you." In hls manner, then was a
convincing qnallty not present be
fore, "you'll haul out today!”
“And If I shouldn't . . . what
then?”
Hinkle shrugged. “Well, I’d fig
ure I’d done al) that anybody can
do for you by cornin' here.” He ad
vanced a few steps, hls voice mod
erating. “I’m not handin' yon any
thing, Yonng, I’m Just doin’ you a
friendly act. This country thinks
a lot of Tod, and there's men here
thnt won't stand to see anything
done against him."
“Yeah? West, and who else?"
“Plenty!"
Young let hls head drop back
ward and laughed.
•
••••••
So that was that!
He had been spied upon since
daybreak, had been warned to clear
out by au emissary who did not say
all that be thought and felt.
Not long after Jim Hinkle's de
parture Kerry set out. Tip follow
ing at hts heels.
Nan Downer looked np from ner
desk and listened to Kerry's brief
speech explaining his presence.
“A job?" she asked, and surprise
In her face.
lt was not the surprise which
made the deepest ImpresslOD on
Young. It was the quick coloring
of ber cheeks, the changing light
In her eyes which Indicated an In
terest In him over and above any
amazement or regret or enthusiasm
which his question might have pro
voked.
"Yes, a Job. You know how It
ls. I guess: I've sort of got to stick
around a while; and when I’m in
one place, I don't Just hanker to
loaf.”
She traced a pencil-line on a pad
before her, considering.
“If you want to take a chance of
defying Tod West, It Is your af
fair. What sort of job are you
after?"
Kerry grinned.
"I can do a lot of things In and
around the woods, all the way from
cruising, up through logging opera
tions to milling."
"Are you a draftsman as well?"
She turned to a series of large
maps hanging from the wall, greens
and reds and blues splashing the
surfaces to indicate the various
types of growth which cloaked the
descriptions, with figures showing
the size and densities of stands,
with streams and lakes set down
In detail.
"You see," she explained, “these
prospects of ours are the sort who
will want to know, down to the last
detail, what we're offering in ex
change for thelr money. Could you
do Just this sort of thing as well as
these Jobs have been done?"
Young stepped closer to the maps,
studying them a lengthy Interval.
"I can," he said finally.
Nan hesitated.
“Of course, we can't pay you
wliat you might get some other
place. We’re up agalDst It, as you
already know."
She was obviously embarrassed,
but Kerry said quickly; “Don't
worry about that I’d figure. Miss
Downer, that It'd be a rare privi
lege working for you. When do we
start?"
“I can’t talk that detail with you
now, because Holt Is out on the

Job. We’ve worked such things out
together since my father died. He'll
be back this evening. Will you
come up then?”
He would, he said, and started
out of the office. Tip stood outside
the screen door and now whloed.
"Oh, here's the dog!” Nan cried,
going quickly ahead of Young,
opening the door and kneeling on
the step. The retriever Inspected
her with eyes and nose, and at first
bore himself with perfect Indif
ference, being, as he was, a oneman beast. But when her small
hand came to rest on the broad
crown of hls head, and her gentle
voice told him what a handsome
fellow he was . . . why, then the
tall commenced to waggle a bit,
and Ills eyes rolled, and hls pink
tongue lolled a little, and he pant
ed with that satisfaction which
comes to any male with sufficient
flattery I
“He likes me!" the girl laughed
happily.
“Why shouldn't he?" Young
asked with all sobriety. "That dog’s
got sense!" Then he laughed at
her discomfiture.
He started hack toward hls camp,
and had gone half-way from Nan's
headquarters to the milk when he
saw a man running along the rail
road. track toward the trestle. Then
another. And from West’s Land
ing, three more were crossing rap
idly. ,.. Then a scream reached hls
ears.
“Something stirring!" he mut
tered, a till begun to trot

“What's up?” Young called to a ,
man.
“Somebody fell In!"
A woman’s scream cut the air
sharply, and Young saw a man ,
grasp her arms, holding her from j
hurling herself Into the swirling I
current below.
"Kid, I’ll bet. Tip!" lie muttered.
Sure enough, a child. “Little
girl!" a boy answered excitedly
when he asked the question again.
“Dunno who!"
Kerry paused at the water's edge
and Jerked at hls pac laces.
"Tip!" The dog, tail vibrating as
this excitement Infected him.
peered eagerly Into hls fare. "Some
body In there; In the river. On
the bottom. . . . Fetch I"
In went the retriever, swimming
rapidly straight out from shore. Tip
circled slowly In the enrrent, head
tilted, trying to see below the sur
face. Then suddenly he dived. He
did not go deep; hls tall protruded,
and he was under hut a second.
"Fetch, Tip!" Young cried sharp- J
ly when he came up. Seconds
mean llfe. . . .
A half-dozen men were In the
river, diving from logs or from the
trestle, all searching blindly.
And then, below nnd outside
these frantic searchers. Tip enme
up with a sharp little yip!
At that Young went In. swim
ming stancbly.
The dog circled and went under
again, diving for the same spot.
When he came up, hls master wns
beside blm.
“Good dog!" he gasped and dived
for tbe bottom.
It was dark down there. He
drove himself deep with mighty
sweeps of hls arms, with powerful |
sclssor-klcks of hls long legs. He 1
held hls eyes wide open, anil when
he felt hls ability to stay down
longer slipping rapidly, he groped
wildly. Hls hnnd touched a slimy
snag; and then, lungs at the burst
ing-point, he was forced to shoot
upward.
He broke the surface, shaking
water from hla eyes and gasping
air. A babel of voices was In hls
ears.
He went further up-stream this
time, and faced about and dived
with the current, utilizing Its flow.
Again he found the snag, but that
was all.
Again he dived, and this time he
thought he caught a vague flash
of lighter color In the murky depths
as be drifted past. He rose quick
ly and swam his best to get hack
to a point from where he could
dive again.
Aa he turned, he saw another
swimmer so close to him again
that his freedom of action wns re
stricted. Straight black hair was
plastered over a swarthy brow; an
gular black eyes looked past him.
Even In that moment of stress.
Kerry had time to remark that thia
was tbe face which had peered at
him while he shaved this morning.
. - , Common cause, surely, a civil 1
was drowning!
He went down again, down and
down, deep and deeper. The depths
hurt his eardrums; his lungs cried
out for relief from this repented
strain. . . .
And then pressure was on hls
back; on the small of hls hack a
hand was placed; Angers were fas
tening In hls shirt.
He kicked savagely, rolled over.
He dashed a hand across hls eyes,
eluded the clutch and shot upward,
gulped air through open mouth. A
rod below him the swarthy man
rose, spitting, and turned up
stream. He gave Young one glance,
and the dark eyes shone with
malice.
Trying that! And now, of all
times? The fellow was not even
attempting to flnd the child; he
was Intent on bringing harm upon
one who was. A bitter loathing
gang in Kerry's heart for a mo
ment, but he drove It away. No
time, this, for personal animosities.
He took a deep breath and went
down again, water hurting hls ears,
.pressing against hls throat
And once more that vague blotch
of lighter color.
Sand? A boul
der? • A day ledge? He expelled
the air from his lungs und put alt
his will, all his heart and con
sciousness Into a final downward
stroke. Hls reaching hand touched
something soft; hls fingers en
twined there. It was cloth I The
current bore at him; hls grip on
the fabric held.

"... I SOLD THE

CAR FOR CASH!”

A lot of people are
looking for a good
used car. They look
in The Courier-Ga
zette Want-Ads first.
Buy or sell through a
WANT-AD

in

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
JUST PHONE 770

He dragged himself against the
current, lugging at that garment,
battling to dislodge It. . . . Hls head
buzzed; a quick nausea spread
through hls vitals. He felt that
thts wns hls Inst Instant of con
sciousuesg. Ills tortured lungs ex
panded. and water gushed Into his
throat. He wrenched mightily with
the one hand, ns a new. an Inner
darkness, engulfed hint, and then
gave up . . . yielded, let hls lungs
have their way. nnd was shocked
to find himself breathing sweet air.
He was
on.............
the surface,
. ..............
_
............. barely
. ......
able to float, hut he was not alone.
In the crook of his arm was a limp,
light body t
Upstream he heard screams and
shouts. None had noticed that he
came up with a burden. He drew
the child’s head to the surface, got
a hand beneath her chin, and
kicked feebly.
He tried to shout for help, but
hls voice was only a gurgle. He
redoubled hls efforts, but hls
strength was spent. And then a
whine in hls ear, nnd hot breath
on hls cheek, and Tip was there
at hls side.
"Good—” he gasped. "Hie!"
He fastened Angers in the mat of
stiff curly hair; the dog angled
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PLUM DISGUSTID

The Joint installation of the offi

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP

Uncle Hiram Finds Number
cers elect of the Crescent Temple P
Of Things He Callates S. and Oeorges River Lodge K. P.
will be held tonight instead of Wed
Ain't Jus’ Right

This ts to notify all interested persons that on MON
nesday as originally announced.
DAY,
FEB. 17, 1936. lhe Peter D. Starrett Grocery Busi
"I'd give ten cents, cash money,”
The Circle of Ivy Chapter O.ES
ness In Warren. Maine, henme the property of B. E. Star
ob erved Uncle Hiram as he sat in I meets at 2 o'clock today with Miss
front of the window wetclin g the' M. Orace Walker. Supper will be
rett of Warren. Me.
)
served.
storm Saturday morning, “to hev that |
All accounts due the business up to Feb. 17, 1836, shall
Fourteen members of the Umbrella
poet feller who wrote them immortal
hr paid lo Peter I). Starrett and all charge', against the
Club met Thursday at the home of
,UnM bout Th<’ Snow Thf 3no v Th‘'! Mrs. Martha Watts where a quilt
business up to Feb. 17, 1936, should be immediately pre
Beautifu! Snow, dawn here in Reck-1 was knotted and pop corn and candy
sented to and will be paid by Peter D. Starrett.
land with me this winter. I'll bet a served. The next meeting will be
dollar gainst the hole in a doughnut Feb. 2? for an all-day session at the
PI T I It l». STARRETT.
home of Mrs. Ruth Perry.
Wairrn.
Me
,
Feb.
17,
19.16.
^*d
suc^ a bellyful of hls favorite
Past Matrons' and Past Patrons'
fruit, 'twould take him all next sumNight
will be observed Friday night .
mer to gp back to normal agin."
at
the
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter
" 'Course I've been away frum here
! fur quite some time now and I 'spose 1 OES. Committees appointed are: ;
I kinder forget bcut the weather be-! Entertainment. Miss Evelyn Sawyer,
I mg like tis. and I ain't so voung as I Ml9S Hilda A***' and Mrs AvLs
aster be. spite of that stuff I bought Noruood; refreshments. Mrs Laura
4
over to the drug store I aint com Starrett. Mrs. Anna Starrett. Mrs.
5
b
IO
I
4
7
9
1
plain either, but speaking confiden Alice Mathews, and Mrs. Constant
■
tially and sort of among ourselves now. [ MacPhail.
12
13
II
I she’s a tough one. aint she?
, The birth of a son to Mr and
i 15
W 17
I "Man alive, if I didn't have nuthin Mrs Henry Conway, of Quincy,
14
b
B
else to do but sit here and count snow- Mass . Prb 9. makes Mr. and Mrs
ife
ll
20
■ flakes as they go past this winder George Wiley, great-grandparents.
19
i I'd be tt.e busiest feller In these
Supper guests Saturday of Josef ■
United States, right now.
Vinal were Mr and Mis Elmer
23
25
21
24
“I'm used to snow. I've watered to Jameson Jr., of Waldoboro.
w
B
many head o cattle up in the back
The Baptist Ladies' Circle wil! I
27 1
2b
Iiart of the town of Hampdep right ln serve supiier Thursday at the Mont
j the heart of some of them winters gomery rooms Mrs Jennie KennLs29
1 we used to git. to be scared of a snow ton and Mrs. Avis Norwood ir. i
5l
si i*
1
i 32
^9^ flurry or two Yes. and chopped a charge.
—
hole in the waterin' trough and
Mr and Mrs Willis Vinal and
caught the pump too. And I've tai
55
n 5b
w&
Josef Vinal .spent Sunday at Cush
lored telegraph poles trying to git
w
ing. as guests of William McNamara.
—
home through a blizzard mcre'n once. Mrs Florence Oardiner of Thomas
40
41 i 41
"But I'll be hornswoggled If my
ton also a member ot the party.
iiweat ever froze before.
4b
45
45
44
Rehearsals have begun at the
"Here last week I met a feller with
Baptist Church on the Easter Can
a big nose walkln down Main street.
50
47
4B
49
tata, "Christ Triumphant."
He wuz all wropped up ln a big fur
Mrs. E. V. Oxton. and children. {
coat an' I swan I had to look twice
52
51
Paul
and Elizabeth, attended Thurs
fore I /'uz sure 'twant a moose.
"Thet aint right bv no man. an' I day night at a valentine party at
went right up to Dec Ellinswcod and Rockland given by Mrs Ella Oolden
HORIZONTAL (Cont )
VERTICAL (Cont.,
HORIZONTAL
10- Amount
and Mrs Scott Melvin. They re1-Fictitious story
40 Bards
got me some glasses
11- Part ot the body
(-Satisfied
42-Ocean
"I don't mind snow, nor ice neither. 1 urned home Saturday
11- Public life
41-Country of Eurcpe 13-Covered with a
He Fattened Fingers in the Mat ef In fact there's times I'm willin' to
Members of Warren Lodge LOOT,
(abbr.)
dome
12- Talked idly
Stiff Curly Hair.
1(-Waahed and ironed
14- Island group in
44-Exeuses
admit I like a little of lt. But I aint , numbering 30 went Saturday night
19-Looking glasses
46- A liquid measure
Pacific Ocean
across the current towing hls no hog. I like skiing and slidin too. to Wiscasset where the degree team
(abbr.)'
21-Checks
(abbr.)
master; Young's floundering feet but I don't like them things forced of the Warren Lodge worked the
23-Lock of hair
15- Soontr
47-One who leases
touched bottom, and he reeled to onto me. so to speak. Moreover and third degree for Arambec Lodge,
23-Fronts upon
49-Frapments
17-Depart
the bank.
51-Portiens of n-.edielne 27- A letter
16- A shade tree
furthurtnore I like my slidin when The Harold Nash bus of Camden was
28-Termimte
He dropped to his knees beRde
S2-Javeln
20- 0arlings
30- Shere
a log. He threw the little girl Ikee I'm ready tar lt—and on a sled. Slidm chartered for transportation and the
21- Part of the body
31- Grated
22- Groove
down across it He hooked a finger on the back of my neck when I aint group from Warren Lodge was
VERTICAL
33- Caretaker
24- Payable
In the mouth, prying open the set ready for it. is what an educated joined by four from Knox Lodge of
34- Short gaiters
25- Not bound
Jaws, flattening tbe tongue, and ftiend of mine calls devoid of ap-, Rockland, and five from Germania
36- Harbors
1- A kind ot silk
26- Earth (Fr.)
bore hls weight down on her back. peal'.''
Indge of Waldoboro.
37-Ceates
2- Arab (abbr.)
28- Having ears
AVater gushed from the mouth
40- Window glata
3- An insect
29- Dwelling
"Course. I wuz born here an I'd
Edwin J. Kalloch of North WarAgain he drove water from the
41- Clip
••
j 4-A metal
30- Fretful
44- A dance
•>
small lungs, and again, while I Jump to arms over night w ith any of ren. is gaining in health.
1 5-Msde a mistake
32-Wrlting tables
45- Look
Elementary schools closed Friday
6- Steepte
35- Propellets
strength poured back Into hls own William J. Bryans best to defend the
48-Negatlve
7- Greek god of war
36- Pairs (abbr.)
body.
fair name of the State of Maine-al- for a vacation of four weeks A
50-Ccurt of Appeal
6-Sailor
38-Walk
Others were coming now; help thought I can't rightly say I'd tear mj valentine party was held on that
(abbr.)
9-And
(Lat.)
S9-Farm
animat
was on the way. A man was almost shirt over the New Deal, even if they ,jay
every' school with a valentine
to him; more streamed behind. But j hev got one cf thc Apostles working boX enjoyed and program given by
(Solution to previous puzzle)
there was a Job to do. nnd lie knew
Messer
of
Warren
assisted
with
the
Thc High School ,
how to do It. the task that would tar 'em down here—but some of these the pupils
J3
serving.
give strength to this last and per ccld mornin's kinder gits me down " | festivities included, a p’ano duet by
Miss
Spear
is
the
only
daughter
ot
"What riles me most however, and Misses Virginia Wyllie. and Phyllis
haps waning hope.
Roughly he lifted the small body, is the real reason for me lettin my Perry; a paper on "The Origin of St. Forrest Spear of Warren, a graduate
with arms and legs so pitifully life idecs flyblow like this, is the letters Valentine's Day" by Mtss Velma of Warren High, class of 1929. and
less. and stretched It on the log, I'm a glttin' frum people thet's run I Mellin; and a cornet solo by Karl Rockland Commercial College. 1931.
head lower than the feet
He awav down South, sort of disparagin
She has served as clerk from time
Spear.
Jerked one of the child's arms be
to time ln the local postoffice.
my jedgement fur bein up here at all."
The High School spring vacation
neath her face, rolled her head to
Abbott Spear is the younger son
"One
of
them
letters
come
this
one side, and straddling the log
! starts. Feb. 28
p u
of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr., of
placed hls great palms across the momin an' Gosh all Hemlock! I aint
A r
Miss Carrie Williams of the Home 121 Bishopsgate road. Newton Centre
lower ribs and pressed firmly. . . j got over it yit. It wuz addressed to
Service
Department
of
the
Central
Mass, and Warren. He is a gradu
He held the lungs compressed an me all regular but after It they had
ffl
Instant and let the ribs spring out wrote 'Rockland (Little America! Me Maine Power Company will address ate of Newton High, Bowdoin Col
TjTPl
the
High
School
assembly
Wednesward. Down again went his weight, and just 'cause I did'nt answer an
lege. and attended Harvard Law
and water trickled from the mouth.
, day.
Schcol. He was admitted to the
A distracted woman hurst through other one thet come last week, they ’ The date of the High School play
Massachusetts Bar in 1932. and 'in
MAINE'S TWO GIFTS
the growing group. She tried to wanted to know if m.v lead dog had contest is Feb. 28 when each class
1933
was
admitted
to
practise
ln
the
J
____
contracted
influenza
an
I
could'nt
git
hurl herself on Young, on the child,
will present a play, the best one, United States Patent office. He ?«t One a Request Of $25,000; the Other
and the men took her gently away. to the post office."
selected from the four, to be taken a member of the Theta Delta Chi
a Natural History Collection
"Keep 'em hack." he gasped.
"Now thet's no way to talk about
"She'll want ... all the air . ." the State of Maine an if I can git the ta Bath to compete with other High fraternity. At present he Is as- j
------soc ia ted in business with his father
Arthllr A- Hauk, president cf
Steadily he worked, watching that icicles off my new fangled typewriting Schools from this section.
waxen profile for sign. Down . . .
Rev. H. I. Holt will address the who has offices at 626 Tremont:the state University at Orono, has
machine 'fore next Spring I'll tell 'em
Hold .
. Up . . . Down again.
Congregational Brotherhood Thurs Building. Boston. No date has been announced the receipt of two gifts—
The group was quiet now. watching so too. Taint 's if I didn't know day night following a supper, hts I set for the wedding.
one a bequest of $25,000 from the
where they be either, 'cause I got my
with tensity stamped on faces
_____________
j estate of Bertha Jov Thompson ot
subject. "The Ark and Ethiopia."
"What do you think, Young?” tonsils sunburned down South there
Mrs Henry McCraw and children ;
SWAN'S ISLAND
"h" ’ """
someone asked.
•fore any of them letter writers knew
______
I natural history collection given by
He twisted hls head doubtfully, there wuz a road south 'o Washing Ann and ^Richard, arrived Saturday I
and a sharp pang of dismay run hls ton. D. C„ and I still got a pair of from Roslindale. Mass., and are I Lowell Staples ls in Massachusetts ‘ ^rs' Hattie Munson of Orono,
spending a week with Mr and Mrs. where he hopes to find employment.' of the 823 000 bequest. $15 000 ls tar
heart
britches with the seat blowed clean
The girl's one arm, hanging In
Elmer Jameson Sr.
I Capt. Edwin Joyce of Atlantic has 8 scholarship fund and the balance to
ert over the log, swayed dismally out o' them by the hellbendin'ist tor
The
Dorcas
Circle
of
Kings
Daughbeen receiving radium treatments in 1,6 used t0 create a 'oan fund, tlv: in
nado they ever had down there —I
as he worked. . . .
ters met yesterday afternoon at the Massachusetts for several weeks.
I come of which will be available tar
Fifteen minutes; the watchers can tell 'em all right when I git 'round
Mrs. Jud Smith. Bernice Smith1 lcans t0 helP worthy and des’‘rv,n3
home of Mrs Sidney Vinal.
were moving and muttering. The to it.”
Ann Norwood, entertained several and Russell Smith passed several students.
child's eyes were half open. . . ,
There aint no dadburned Snow
The natural history collection is to
Dodger'thet'ought ta~bTat home this
frlends at 8 valentlne party days In Rockland recently,
Brown eyes, he saw.
Twenty minutes.
minute, st Id of chasin land fleas down j Priday from 6:30 t0 8:30 Oames I
MethodLst Ladies Aid met bear the name of Anson Alien, lather
Figures were running along the
were played and refreshments served j Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Nel- of Mrs. Munson and collector ol thts
high bank. A man hurtled down in Florida can write disparagin rc Those present Included. Lois Baze- son Morse.
gift, which is considered to be one
toward them, and the crowd part marks to me 'bouth the piace I'm more. Marilyn Ranquist. Leona Side
of the most valuable of Its type ever
Myron
Sprague
and
Elmer
Withee
ed to let him through. It was Jim spending the winter—even if there is
linger. Joan Smith Elizabeth Ken had a crew of men employed recently received by the University of Maine.
Hinkle, panting, his face the color a grain of sense to his argument.”
It includes 114 bird specimens, some
niston. Mary and Lots Norwood, in filling R. K. Barter's Ice house.
of suet Hls eyes, large and des
“ So what ?" says a feller who heard
of which are now extinct: over 1260
Priscilla Hastings and Marie Crock- | •
perate with query, turned to Young. me soundln off yesterdiddy.”
sheets of plants; several hundred in
This must be hls chlld!
ett.
were
also
Invited
but
were
un

"So's you can notice it,' says I. an
"Can’t tell, Jim," Kerry replied
sects and what is believed to be one
able to attend because of the storm.
when
I git my Townsend pension an'
to the unspoken question. "We
of the most complete collections ot
• eee
should have an outside chance. And dan't hev to work no more.you can
shells
—both fresh water and salt
Announremrsit of Engagement
come around an' shovel me out of this
we won't quit!"
water—in existence in Maine. This
His ghoulders and back ached. snow, so'st I can git down to the pool
The engagement of Miss Marjorie
material after being catalogued is to
The inside of one knee had ruhhed room and see who's behind the eight Spear of this town, to Abbott Spear
be displayed in the University Mu
raw on the log.
of Newton Centre. Mass., and War
ball" ...
seum at Coburn Hall.
And then Nan Downer was there,
ren. was announced Friday night at
standing Just Inside the circle of
a charming dinner party given in
men. One hnnd was nt her lips
Miss Spear's honor by her aunt.
and her eyes were dark with sus
pense. He smiled assurance at her
Mrs. William H. Robinson at the
as lie worked . . .
home of the latter. Table decora
tions were in keeping with the sea
RATES
son, a centrepiece of white candy
$.ngl»
(TO BE CONTINUED)
» Your hotel in BOSTON
tuft flanked with white candles, and
ab each place a dainty favor of a
Ml ROOMS WITH |ATI
500 Rooms
red rose combined with white alysAn unusual value! The Courier (JTo Ua Printing ia more than sum. to which was tied with silver
i Gazette is offering during thc months
just putting words into typo. ribbon, the two hearts with tlie
RADIO
| of February and March. Rytex OreyIt ia tho creation of a work of art, names announcing the engagement.
SERVIDOR
, 'one Printed Stationery, regularly bo it a simple little announcement Place cards were of white with red
TUB ’".SHOWER
' sl-50 a box, printed with your name or an elaborate booklet. Hence hearts.
we take all the pride of an artiet
Ouests present were: Miss Annie
hot^
and address or monogram, for $1.00. in hie craft, in each job; and that
ie the eecret of the euperlative
Choice of four exquisite shades of pa quality of The Courier-Gazette Starrett. 'Mrs. Edgar Barker, Miss
NORTH STATION
Eleanor Goodwin, and Mrs. Roland
Printing.
per and four different shades of ink.
mow TRAIN-ROOM’
Starrett of this place; Miss Ada
Order a box tar yourself and addi
Coleman of Thomaston, Mrs. Karl
tional ones for gifts. Postage 10 cents
Moody of South Union. Mrs. Wilder
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Now is the Time
For This Help in
Preventing Colds
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Every-OtKeff-Day
OLD FRENCH MARKET

You Who Have Visited
N’Orleans Will Read This
With Interest

Formula Especially Designed
To the old French Market on New
to Aid Nature’s Defenses
in Nose and Upper Throat, i Orleans' waterfront, the River has
Where Most Colds Start. ' given much. And now the River is

Copyright. l».lt>, It. J. Uryuulda Tubacto Company, Wlnaton-Saloni.
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DIGESTIONis often overtaxed ty our tense
... lurried existence/

FART OF COLDS-CONTROL PLAN i taking away. In order to nandle the

Smoking Camel Cigarettes

t____ _

WATCH YOUR STEF —
a scene in which we all are
actors. The rush cells on
even the strongest. It's com
forting to know that smokingCamels promotes healthy
digestion . . . gently stimu
lates the natural processes.

1 shifty yellow Mississippi in its SAids in Assuring Natural
curves about the city the levee must
i be moved back, and the French
Digestive Action
S Market must move over to make
i room. It will be renovated at the
"Hurry—hurry—hurry” seems to be the order of
1 same time, substituting the odor of
the day. People get caught in thc lockstep of
damp concrete for the odors of
8
modern life. Tension finds the weak spot, so
sanctity and fish and vegetables of
often—digestion. It has been shown that smok
almost a century and a half.
ing Camels improves digestion ... wards off the
*In its sun-drenched space beconsequences of hurried, nervous living. Camels
' tween the city and the Mississippi.
stimulate digestive action. They promote the
' the old French Market is a mellow
feeling of well-being and good cheer so neces
J symbol of a vanishing era." says a
sary to the proper assimilation of food. Camels
, bulletin from the Washington, D. C.. ,
set you right! And, in smoking Camels for diges
headquarters of the National Geo
tion's sake, you may enter a whole new world
graphic Society. "Brilliant colors
of smoking pleasure. So turn to Camels. Expect
smoulder in its deep shade, luring
an enticing mildness. Enjoy the appealing flavor
F. B. FOWLER on Star
Fer Fewer end Shorter Colds
HARD HITTER. Jane
of costlier tobaccos! They never tire your taste!
Note for your family: Vicks has visitors for a pleasant cup of coffee
Route 1392, Maine, says:
Sharp, tennis champion,
developed, especially for home use, as well as the sterner business of
"It’s eat-and-run with me,
says: "Smoking Camels
a practical Plan for Better Control buying and selling foodstuffs.
but I always top off with
of Colds. This commonsense guide
helps me to digest my
Camels.
They
are
good
for
to fewer and ihorter colds has been
E’Vil Market Dates from 1795
meal. Camels taste grand!"
digestion."
clinically tested by practicing phy
"The Market sprawls over three
sicians and further proved in every
day home use by millions. Full blocks, a jungle of awnlnged stalls,
details of Vicks Plan come in each piles of crates, and white-tiled
. ,.*£$''■■■
fr.
Va-tro-nol package.
booths, astir with the slow amble of
Camel* are made from
O.»r]s<^/AiUion Vick Aid, Used Yearly
rhat ting shoppers
Covered banfinar, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS-Turkish
or Better Control of Colds 1 quettes, or sidewalks, are littered
I with the overflow of informal merand Domestic - than any
i chants whose only wares are a few
other popular brand.
baskets of fruit or vegetables spread
THEATRE around them on table or ground
“On one side lie dreary smudges
Waldoboro of railroad tracks, and then the MlsSHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
’ sissippi. here treacherous, yellow,
and muddy, with its shutuing ferries
TUESDAY. FEB. 18
and moored sea-going vessels. City
ward its neighbors are the statuary
“ANYTHING GOES”
of Jackson Square, the iron-bal
BING CROSBY and
HERE DELICIOUS FOODS TEMPT APPETITE-the
conied Pontalba Apartments, the
ETHEL MERMAN
famous Gold Coast Dining Room (.abort) at the Drake
Cabildo in which Ixiulslana was forHotel in Chicago. And here the fragrant, delicate smoke of
THURSDAY, FEB. 20
' tnally transferred to the United
Camels rises while Erik, famous mailre tt'hotel, searches
•
A
alertly over all lo see that no wish goes unsatisfied. "So
“ROSE of the RANCHO” Slates in 1803 and the tranquillity of
TUNE IN! CAMEL CARAVAN ui/h WALTER O KI EEE, DEANE JANIS,
many of our guests smoke Camels,” Erik says, “for they have
St Mary s Church and the Convent
JOHN BOLES and
TED IIUSING, GLFN GRAY .««/ the CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
found that choice tobaccos add co the pleasure of the meal.
of the Ursulines
GLADYS SWARTHOUT
Tuesday
and Thursday -9 p m E. S.T., It p. tn.
Camels
are
tremendously
popular
—
a
leading
favorite
here.
”
"The Market has a fascinating his
: w p. m. r.
i. —
CS.T.. V JO p. in. M. S.T... m
H:SO
P. a.
S.T.tory.
It
was
built
under
a
Spanish
SATURDAY, FEB. 22
mbu Network
over W A B C • Columbia
governor in 1795. for the elegant
“TO BEAT THE BAND” Creole population of Nouvelle Or
HELEN BRODERICK and
leans. mainly pure-blooded French
HUGH HERBERT
and Spanish born in America A
hurricane destroyed the original
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
structure, but in 1813 its rebuilding
News and Comdey Earh Show
as a meat market began under the
SPECIAL EVERY SATURDAY
810 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
United States Government, with
THREE PRIZES FREE
enough French patronage still to
20-21
give the new structure a French choosing the day's provisions, she basket of firm Hammond strawber-1 position as purser on Str. North
revealing an increasing Interest in
TENANT'S HARBOR
GLENCOVE
name: Malle des Boueheries.
the "square deal" method, which is i
will probabV start with the fish rie* so large that four of them fill Haven.
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Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
ered tailboards of thelr wagons or
tism, Sr lit It*. Neuritis, Muscular
Holbrcok. Herbert Ames and Joseph
lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
trucks.
Tinker.
METHYL BALM

Don’t wait for a
cold to develop — or
get you down. After
any unusual expo
sure, heed that first
warning nasal irrita
tion or sneeze - apply
a few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up
each nostril. Used in time, Va-tronol helps to avoid many colds.
Va-tro-nol is especially designed
to aid and gently stimulate the func
tions provided by Nature —in the
nose-to prevent colds, and to throw
off head colds in the early stages.
Where irritation has led to a
clogged-up nose (a stuffy head cohl
or nasal catarrh) Va-tro-nol spreads
through the nasal passages - reduces
swollen membranes-clears clogging
mucus-brings comforting relief.
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will brine almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
3T3 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rorkland
Sent Post Paid on rereipt of price
50 rents

WASH OAY
DRUDGERY
work FfNt
WITH COLO wru.
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Tent Show Portrays American Progress

“freoir Products" Considered
Superior
Try a box of tree ripened, sun col
ored Indian River Fruit, oranges,
"Most attentive to the displays are
grapefruit, tangerines. $150 and up
negro women, heads swathed ln the
Perfect delivery guaranteed. Maine
tignon. or bright bandanna, who
Citrus Orove, Cocoa. Florida. N. L.
cany big market baskets or shopping
Wolf, prop
153-155
bags to fill for thelr ‘white folks.' To
VINALHAVEN A ROCKI.AND STB'T CO.
encourage them as regular custom
Service to Vinalhaven. North Ilaven,
ers, merchants offer them lagniappe.
Stonington. Isle an Haut, Swans
Island and Erenrhhoro
or a little bonus, on transactions.
Effective Ort. I. 19JS
This attention is Invited by claims
Winter Service 193.r>-183fi
Dally Except Sunday
that ‘this is a Creole cabbage.' or
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
'fresh Creole eggs,'—a native Louis
Eastern Standard Time
Rent! Up
Read Down
iana product, and therefore superior
A M
to any imported wares!
Ar 6 00
| 5 30 Lv Swan's Island
4 40
n.<kv'<A i 67 jQ
30 Lv
Lv. Stonington.
‘A typical aproned and bandanTimoth)
NorUl Haven,
Eleanore Whitney and Tom Keene furnish the romance ln iTi
3 30
.
2.45
shopper begins her circuit of Quest." romantic screen version of Kate Douglas Wiggln’s immortal classic 333 Lj Rockiand'""'
. 1 301
120-tf
the market soon after dawn. In of the same name.—adv.
<

The General Motor* Parade of Progress, which is traveling more than 20.000 mile* thi* year. I* pictured abov*
on location. Giant streamlined exhibit trucks are Joined together to form exhibition halls which leed lnt#
the "big top.” The "world t fair on wheels" will portray to hundred* of communitie* all ov«r th* country the
greit contributions mada by industry to human comfort and happlnaaa.
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ville Junior High, was overnight guest
Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P.
Snow. He camo to referee the Rock
port-Lincoln Academy game.
The O.W. Bridge Club will meet this
afterncon with Mrs. Ada Libby.
Mrs. Henry Williams is a surgical
patient at Ccmmunity Hospital.
Mrs. Frank McD:nnell visited Mr.
McDonnell Sunday at the Eastern
Maine General Hospital in Bangor.
Leonard Ames and famdy are at
Glencove where Mr. Ames is caring
for the Smith estate during the ab
sence of Mr. and Mrs. E. B Hall.
Mr. and Mrs E H. St. Clair
daughter Elizabeth and son Emery of
Cwl's Head spent Sunday with Mts
St. Clair's parents. Mr. and Mrs. D.
A. Whitmore.
The Aces 4-H Club meeting, sched
uled for this week, has been post
poned. The Junior Club "Busy Bees"

ROCKPORT

Tlie annual birthday party of Har
bor Light Chapter O ES. will be held
tonight with Naomi Chapter of Ten
ant's Harbor. Orient of Union and
Beach of Lincolnville Beach as spe
cial guests. Supper will be served at
6 30 followed by the exemplification of
the work with past matrons and pa
trons in the chairs.
Mrs. Nellie Alexander and Arthur
Ott, left by bus Saturday for a visit
with Mr and Mrs William Dalton at
Amherst, Mass.
Mrs. Ralph Blakley returned Fri
day from a week's visit with Mr.
Blakley at Eastport.
| Mrs. Marion Clark, who has been at
i the home of Mr and Mrs. L. True
Spear, for several weeks, ls In Rock
land to stay for a month with her
parents.
Mr. Bucknam, principal of Water

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
RED LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
America's finest quality | High quality, law prtea

SALADA"
TEA

291

have also changed the date of their
THOMASTON
next meeting from Feb. 21 to Feb. 28
Mbs Carolyn Burns was a weekend
Mrs. Walter Young, Mrs. Hollis
guest of Mias Mildred Ames at Glen Young, and Mr Rcdney E Brasler of
cove.
Orace Chapter, OES attended Past
• • • •
) Matrons and Patrcns Night last Fri1 day ln Rockland.
Twentieth Century Club Meete
Those who braved the storm Fri
day night to attend the open meeting
of the Twentieth Century Club at the
home of Miss Marion Weidman felt
well repaid fcr the effort.
The program, opening with a piano
solo, by L True Spear, Jr. was of un
usual interest. The speaker was one
of the Club members. Miss Mabel
Fettle, who gave an informal talk on
Washington. D C. MUs Pottle hav
ing made her home there for several
years, while in government service,
was thoroughly familiar with her subjet. and held the closest attention
of her audience Her talk was Illus
trated by many beautiful views.
Other pleasing numbers were vocal
solos “Mv Beautiful Isle of Dreams.’’
by Donald Welt accompanied by Miss
Ruth Miller and "Laughter Has Oome”
and “Gray Days." by Mrs O. F Cur
rier, Mrs Nellie Magune. accompanist.
The singing cf "America" ln unison
brought this part of the evening's en
tertainment to a close, after which
adjournment was made to the dining
room, where refreshments were served
under the direction of the picnic com
mittee: Mrs. Linthel Lane. Mrs. Mil
dred Rhodes. Miss Marion Weidman
assisted by Mrs. Marie Bisbee and
Mrs. Nina Carrell

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED

KATE SMITH AT THE HELM

Q -by "Movie Spotlight”

The second ln a series of parties
sponsored by |Gen. Kncx Chapter,
D A.R. was given recently by Mrs. Ar
thur J. Elliot and Mrs. Lee Walker at
! the home of the former. Prizes were
i awarded to Mrs. Carl Snow. Mrs
Charles A Creighton, Mrs W. B. D
Gray. Mrs Bowdoin Grafton and
Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Thomaston High and Crosby High
meet tonight for basketball meet to
night fcr bsketball (boys and gtrlst at
7 30 in this town
Mrs. E'ther Cobb of Saco i3 visit
ing at the home of Warden and Mra
ett Matutard, Cohunbia Star, could do almost
Johnson.
every
ry difficult rape, trick at the aye of 8.
Williams-Brasier Pest and Auxili
ary held a valentine party Thursday
night at their rooms on Star street.
No one can safelu ride
uraj
In auction bridge honors were won by
Ken’s horse, without
Bcb-sledding. a fast and exciting
the first movie actMrs. Edward Dornan and Mrs. Ken
belna
inlrvduced. Before
pirtlne for these who enjoy speeding judge in the Adirondack Bcb Sled
neth Fales
the shootiny' of “Western
personal.
Gordon Spalding was reebnt over around dangerous curves at 60 miles Club's annual intra-club race, in
Conroye Gettero Mitchell
appearances
night guest of his parents, on his re an hour, is the newest addition to which 49 teams competed. The win
made
jure of a. formal
abroad u/ith
turn frem Boston
Kate Smith's list cf winter sports.
ners received the perpetual challenge
introduction
!
(
.4,
lur aunt
A musicale will be given next TuesThc popular radio songbird is an ar- trophy denated by Governor Herbert
films;
day in St. Johns parish haU by the
w^nIfr sports fan. Immediately Lehman of New York.
Miss Smilh plans to donate her own
choir, beginning at 8 p. m. Thursday
after her Thursday evening AitP
, trophy next year, either as prize for
at 7.30 there will be a meeting of the
"Coffee-Time
oroadcasts.
heard | b-^-sled racing or as an award for
Woman's Auxiliary in the parish hal!
every
Tuesday,
Wednesday, and general all-round excellence in the
1 at 7 30 for the election of officers. 4
) full attendance la desired. Friday Thursday at 7 30 p. m. (EST.). over various winter sports.
The weekend cf Peb: 21-22 will be
night the men of St. John's congre a WABC-CBS network, she dashes off
gation are to be entertained at the to Lake Placid in the Adirondacks. re a gala occasion at Lake Placid. The
home of Mr and Mrs. Hollis Young maining at the resort until it is time radio star will be judge for the annual F*^ture sometimes drops to 36 de-r.
but
to return to New York.
international sports events, with grees
BrpM below
h°ln*' ‘aero h
"’ this
thu extreme ♦
on Beechwoods street.
cold is exhilirating. Miss Smith 4
She
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and
toboghundreds
of
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and
Individuals
The operetta "The Queen's Bou
ganing and recently becan to ice-1 from the United States and Canada claims. And when the moon comes
quet,” to be presented Wednesday at
VALUABLE Angora cat lost, wh'te
cver the mountain, at Lake Placid—
skate. Now that she has taken up' competing
breast, back dark and brown mixture.
7.30 in the Baptist vestry, promises
19*21
bcb-sledding. she contemplates mas
This is the fourth year of weekend the view is extraordinarily beautiful, Reward. Tel 113-J mornings
1 pleasurable entertainment,
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of
tering the intricacies cf skiing That, visits to Lake Placid for Miss Smith. —adv.
deposit book numbered 4816 and the
i Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone returned she confides, will be the next step.
owner of aald book asks for duplicate In
She started going there on recommen
Saturday from Portland where ahe
accordance with the Provision of the
"I felt much encouraged, when I dation of her physician. Recuperating
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
was called by the illness of her finally succeeded in going around the
Warrcn Branch CARRIE SMITH. Man
from an attack of pneumonia, she was
*
w* —
ager
13-Th-U
brother.
skating rink five times by myself." she advised to spend several weeks in 1 Advertisements ln this column not to
three lines Inserted once for 25
Thursday Club meets this week declared in an interview. "I fell down "either a very hot or a very cold cli- exceed
cents, three times for so cents Addi- te ■
■te
with Mrs Enoch Clark at 130
a few times though, before I reached mate.” Site chcse the cold climate
'thm^iFmes.fOsS"wortS t
I
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There was no session of school Mon- that point in my progress The in- j and spent nine weeks at the resort, j
8
a
j day afternoon owing to the bad trav structor says I learned skating sc , taking her entire orchestra with her.
' te
tl •
te
easily that skiing should come next Broadcasts were relayed from Albany. «
eling.
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
, since there was no radio station at *
♦ 1 at Wallaton. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
Frank Grant was called Monday to on the program.
bedrooms Price right. A. C. Hocking.
♦
“Winter sports are all marvelous Lake Placid.
New Sharon by the illness of his
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PRISON alelgh for aale. newly painted
OPERATORS and atttehera. experi
on 81nger and Union sped*', A. F COLLAMORE 89 Cedar et. 21-23
Mrs. Elizabeth Turner visited in come back to New York feeling like a regular Lake Placid visitor, both win- enced
J B. PEARSON & CO
new person After a weekend at Lake I ter and summer Every week, the machines
BEST dry hard wood under cover:
Thomaaton
20-22
Portland recently, ar.d during her ab
fitted. »»; Junks. S9; soft wood and
Placid. I'm refreshed and pull of pep Thursday evening train frem Orand 1 RAWLEIOH1 ROUTES
J. CARROLL.
Itl/L i Can OPEN
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w>. aaaaau*
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expert,
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necessary
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Vernon A. Morse, a former instruc
dignified
work
Write
today
RAWf
Farr-Kermath
Engine
6-82
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About
Kate not only participates actively train is supposed to leave at 7 45 p. m., LEIGH, DEPT MEB-74-P. Albany. N Y 1 4 I'^rs old- Bargain, fully equipped. J.
tor of navigation tn this town has
E BURNS. Friendship, Maine
21*23
rts-^fh
»ined the Rad.o Instnu-e m Port- in iP°
ju(Jge
Qf* 13 Also in great demand but the departure is delayed until the
POOL TABLE for aale I need the
IF YOU ARE AMBITIOUS you can
land in this capacity. Mr Morse, na- afeg
make good money with a Rawlelgh room. JACK GREEK. 246 Main St
1 studios
20-22
Route We help you get started No
Uve ot Thomaston, studied in the local
Recently she served as honorary
Up in the Adirondacks. the tem- capital or experience needed. Steady
SplenTHIRTY-FIVE ft boat for
work for right man. Write RAWLEIGH 8. did
schools and also in New York State;,
or flounder d;ragger Address
BOX MEB-73-2, Albany. N Y
21-23 P Oscallop
Box 15 Olencove Tel Rockland
he is now engaged in navigation re-,'
351-W.
19*21
WATKINS PRODUCTS *26 a week In
search work ar.i is writing a bcok.
come commission on two excellent food
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FEBRUARY 17

-M

NORMAN R

FLOUR

LB
BAG

.

THREE CROW

29c

POUND OF EACH

CREAM TARTAR and SODA

33c

.

NATION-WIDE—BAKING

.

CHOCOLATE

WORCESTER

2
Z &&
CAKES 25c

NATION-WIDE—LEMON o> VANILLA

IVORY SALT

EXTRACTS

SPECIAL price
2 LB
BOXES

13.

.

.

.

2 OZ
BOT

17c

THREE CROW

SPACES BLACK
P£-PEP"C'.CVES
'-G—G-E-R
CINNAMON.

LGE
«
3 OZ PKG

OC

ASX ABOUT THE 110,COO CONTEST

SOC*30

LB
CAN

.

CRISCO . .

23<

FRIEND'S

Holiday Specials

OVEN BAKED

BEANS
NATION-WIDE

3 KINDS
TALL
CANS

PKGS

19c

LBS

25c

& NO S
CANS

29c

4

29c
TRESHLY BAKED

FIG

••••••

BARS

2

.

SILVER SLICE

GRAPEFRUIT

NATION-WIDE

pxg8

27c

UNION

DERBY

TEA
FORMOSA
OOLONG

X

DELICIOUS
SPREADS MAKE
SANDWICHES

ORANGE
PEKOE
«/» LB
PKG

NATION-WIDE—WAFER SLICED

31

DRIED BEEF

.

CANS

19c

1 2’/^ OZ
i JARS

25c

8 OZ
JAR

15c

2

SEIDNER'S

©•••••

MAYONNAISE

■

COLUMBIA

—More Outstanding Bargains—[
—8 OZ PKG BOTH
PURE SEMOLINA
SPAGHETTI NATION-WIDE
FOR
15c
TOMATO PASTE

TOMATO SOUP

3

CANS

17c

»©••••

SPLENDID BRAND

MINCE MEAT

Sunshine

SURPRISE
ASSORTMENT
Luscious cookies and cream filled
. cookie
sandwiches

RAINBOW

25

Chocolate marshmallow Cookies

!

ib-

PKG

10c

OLD TRUSTY—Mix with Meet or Your Favorite Canned Doj Food

DOG FOOD ■

■ ■ ■

BAG

21c

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

RED BAG COFFEE . .
WHITE BAG COFFEE .
BLUE BAG COFFEE . .

lb

19c

lb

17c

lb

15c

c

NATION-WIDE

Tufts Offers Scholarships

Outstanding students In nearly
1,090 high and preparatory schools
in New England and New Jersey will
compete for the several full-tuition
, competitive scholarships amounting
I to $1200. offered by the trustees of
Tufts College.
Boys and girls in the junior and
senior classes of public and private
j preparatory schools accredited by
the New England College Certificate
Board are eligible if recommended
by the principal. March 1 is tne
i closing date for applications, and the
i two-hour examination for candidates
j will be administered April 3 in each
school where there are students en
tered ln the competition.
The examination, embracing Eng■ lish, mathematics, and history, is
designed to reveal not so much the
extent of the candidate s knowledge
as the quality of his mind. Details of
thc competition have been sent to
each High School principal for post
ing on the school bulletin board This
information may be obtained from
j the Registrar at Tufts College, Medi ford. Mass.

SERVICE

GROCERS

School Note’.
Thc grammar tchcol hay recently
received a dividend of $5.83 from thc
money earned by Mrs. Ann Farris and
her pupiU. deposited ln the lccal bank
The school thanks all thosc who
helped earn these funds.
The grade schools closed Feb 14.
In each rocm the last period of the
afternoon was given over to opening
the valentine boxes and other amuse
ments.
High School was not in session Fri
day as Mr. Thomas and many stu
dents attended thc winter carnival at
! Bath. Several cf the other pupils
took thc opportunity to visit thc
! grammar school.
Pupils not absent from thc gram| mar school during the winter term
were: Agnes Esancy. Arlene Esancy.
j Norma Fossett, Carl Jcnes. Norma
, McEdward, Barbara Merton. Howard j
Young, Violet Brooks. Marjorie Butler. ]
William Lucas. Faster McEdward. and
Laura Storer.
Barbara Morten was the winner in
! the seventh grade arithmetic contest i
with a rank of 94 7-12. William!
Young's rank was 93 2-3%.
Pupils in the primary room who re-|
ceived 100 percent in spelling for the '
term were: Charles Burns, Junior)
Pinkham, Charles Pierpont. Miles
Creamer Hester Cargill, Arlene
Young and Arlene Burns.

Private Life Of A Funster-----

A Day With Jack Benny

routes for ambitious man over 25. who
will follow Instructions; no experience
or investment necessary
Write J R
WATKINS CO. 231-47 Johnson Ave.
Newark.
N J
Jl'lt
____________________________________
triMTin io
•»«
e.. 1
WANTED, 18 a. 20 Inch exhaust fan.
small compressor, second hand tool
writ'- giving partlcularr H BALDWIN
6 Chestnut street, Camden.______ 21-23
LOADS or part loads wanted. Merrill
Sc Robertson Express Service to Boston
snd
vicinity
CHAS
ROBERTSON.
Waldoboro. Tel 28-4. special egg service

HOUSEHOLD Charm Range for sale,
with oil burner, good as new LEONARD
W AMES Olencove. Tel. 256-13. 20*22
ONE 28" Wltherby planer for sale, also
28" Creccent tllUng-tabk band aaw.
5hp Robbins A- Myers electric motor, all
,n K<xx) e^mmon, bargain prices. KNOX
MARINE EXCHANGE, Camden. Maine
19-24
OUNS for sale. Rifle 44—610.. new
Ithaca shot gun 20 gage, double barrel.
918; new trailer, new tires, used few
times; boat newly painted, outboard
motor. Call at 111 Pleasant St.. Tel.
16*27
904-J
17-tf

»— •

SINGLE horse-sled and
433-R. 64 Mechanic St

♦

4
♦

TO LET

Tel.
19*21
USED piano, bureiu. victrola. etc . for
el Thomaston
T
sale Tel
36
19*21
pung

TWO large lumber lots for sale and
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated one large wood lot. Tel. 14 12. FRED A.
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
STARRETT. Warren. Me
16*21
_________________________________ 21*23
HARD
coal.
915.
coke.
911;
Pochontaa
FURNISHED front room, to let. up lumpy. 99 25; Pochontas nut (special
stairs. steam bested with bath, hot and for
stoves! 9975; Dry fitted hard wood,
cold water 25 Oak St.
910 J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
HEATED 3 room apai
artment to let. 84-2
13-tf
14 per week See MIKI
at
The Men's Shop. Park 8t
19-21
THREE ROOM, second floor apart
ment fully or partly furnished, to let
S 73 Mechanic St.__________________ 20*22
NICELY furnished five-room apart- i
ment to let. with lights, heat, wster
and bath. Inquire at 12 Elm St. 21-tf
WATCHMAKER All kinds; watches.
CO3Y room with modem conveniences Clocks, repaired Call and deliver. 3 A.
to let. Five minutes' walk from post- Macomber. 23 Amesbury St.. Tel 958-J.
Mier. Call 1067-M.
20-22
147*lW-tf
EIGHT room tenement with modern
SKATE sharpening, prompt ac-vlce.
1 conveniences at 11 Union St. Applv ) CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Maaln street.
LAWPENCE MILLER. 26 Rankin street. '
14-tf
Tel 692-M_____ ________________ 16-tf
ATTRACTIVE furnished apartment. I LIVE BAIT, elze for trout end pick
three rooms and bath. 17 Oay street. ! erel H H. CRIE & CO Tel 295. RockTel. 972-R.
20-22 land_____________________________ 20-lt
AN all modern apartment to le*. with
LADIES—Reliable hair goods tt Rock
garage. 80 Pleasant street, also furnished lsnd Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Msl, orders
apartment. Tel. 038-J
17*22 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
14-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 702
_________________________________ 15-tf
NICE sunny apartment, 2 rooms, bath
and shed, water and lights, newl”
furnished 95 25 week partly heated
DELIA YORK, ill Pleaaant St.
14-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
rooms, all modern and Telephone. In- ,
quire at 57 Crescent St.____________ 6-tf ,
MODERN tenement ot 5 rooms to let,
at 44 Middle Street. L. F. CHASE. Lei.
1185-W_______________
7-tf |
FOUR room furnished apartment with
bath to let. V F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154- 1
330._______________________________ 7-tf
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 room* !
with bath, heater, garage and garder I
Inquire 12 Knox St , Tel. 156-W.
14-tf !
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, rec-ntlj
renovated, furnished or unfurc'shed, at ,
Spruce Head Plenty of firewood *nr th»
cutting Rent reasonable TEL. R'XIK- i
LAND 793-W. alter 4 D. m.
12J*tf |
BARRED-RDCK and R I Red Chicks
from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to lay
1IOW do the stars past the time? The cameramen follows Jack Benny,
large numbers of large eggs
Every
the famous comedian, through the day and finds Him <1) on the
breeder.
State accredited pullorum
clean
Write
for
open
dates
FOSTER
tennis court in the morning. (2) getting a haircut. (31 besieged by
D, JAMESON. Waldoboro. Me______ 18-tf
autograph huntera as he leaves the popular B'ewn Derc ■ restaurant,
EIOHT weeks old 6 C R I Red
h*ar,lnfl ,or hi* Sun<<«y night NBC broat cast, (5) .izucing with
pullets for sale M. M. Kinney Thomas
pretty JJIary Carlisle at a Hollywood ball.
ton. Maine St. Oeorge Road. Tel. 56-14.
Tenants Harbor. Me.
19-2t
FOR SALE S C. R I Rrd Chicks. They
are state tested for pullorum disease and
different opinions
CONVINCING EVIDENCE
inoiSPUrABiE paoop
accredited. They are bred for egg pro
duction Roosters mature early and
make fine broilers M M KINNEY,
I Thomaston, Me.. St. Georges Rd . Box
I 49 Tcl 53-14 Tenants Harbor.
13*24
ZV««'T wsaat?
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R. I.
t^Ll Maes IT.^y
Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O.
; NEISON 310 Llmerock St. Tel. 714-W
_____ ____________________________ 14-tf
’ POULTRY wanted I. POUST. 138
Llmerock street. Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
__________________________________ 14-tf
I S C R I Red baby -hicks. Maine
Pullorum clean. Foundation stock from
I strain that la famous ln the egg laying
oontests. Egg- Incubated and chicks
hatched separate compartments.
If
past records Indicate anything as to
future performance, we may believe
that these chickens, when mature, will
prove prolific layers of large eggs, henco
Cead'sf 0 Automepile Stilly Uiaut of Anurlra. Ii«.
profitable. Prices on request E C.
The man who had plenty of confidence.
TBAOUB, Tcl. 13-42, Warren.
19-tf

MISCELLANEOUS ;

: EGGS AND CHICKS!

RIAP THE AM

^SSSUSSSfl

E/ery-Other-Day
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KIPPY KARNIVAL

MID WINTER COFFEE PARTV

O(dETY

Under Auspices of St Bernard’s Parish
SUPPER. LIGHT CONCERT, GROCERY BEANO

TON OF COAL TO BE DRAWN
ADMISSION—Adults, 35c; Children, 25c.
First Serving 5.30

“oti

gladly receiead.

Miss Susan Spear entertained at
Monopoly and sewing Thursday
, ,
...
__
„ . .
night, her guests being Mrs. Robert
Paul, Mrs. Frank McKinney, Mrs.
Walter Kimball. Mrs. Hazel Bartlett.
Mrs. Frank Hallowell and Mrs. Ray
mond (Anderson. Late lunch was
served, the table being charmingly
appointed In keeping with Valen
tine’s Day.

[

Featured By $25 Prize (Or Equivalent)

In addition to peiraoual notes regard-1 Vernon Beverage of North Haven
thia departIng departures and arrivals,
i
who has been at Knox Hospital for

D^iiPo‘rrtuiepXC,^iU*^ | observation ts at the home of Mayor
and Mrs. L. A. Thurston at the HlghTelkphonk------ ________ 770 or 704!
until able to return home. He
Is accompanied by Mrs. Beverage.
Miss Wlnola Richan went to Bos
ton Sunday to spend the week's vaca
Mrs. Eugene Sleeper returned Sattion she is having from the store of urday from a week spent In Boston
Senter Crane Company.
and vicinity.

j Next Three Days Of This
Week Devoted To High

At Odd Fellows Hall, Thursday, Feb. 20
21-22

'
I
1

I.
1
I

GAVE SILVER TEA

"HOME TALENT DAY”

School's Big Show
The annual Kippy Karnival, thc
banner event of the High School for
the year, will be ushered In on Wednesday night with the first presentatlon of three one-act plays. Two
comedies and a dramatic sketch
liavc been chosen, a novel departure
from the usual three-act comedy
chosen heretofore to be given ln conjuncllon wlth the Klppy Karnivai.

Rybinstein Club Has Mrs. Comedy “Twelve Hours By I
Nettie Green Kittredge As
Mrs. Blanche Calderwood ls In
the Clock" Put On By the' The productions are being coached
charge of Chapin Class supper at the
Guest
Soloist
by Miss Dorothy Parker, teacher of
Mass. Maine Daughters
j UnlvwsaUst vestry tonlghl at 6 for

Only One low Priced Car
is FIRST in Everything That Counts

TERRAPLANE
------- JUST COMPARE--------

THIS

witk

Terraplozie alone among all popu
lar low priced can gives you this:

THIS

“ In «very other popular low priced
car thia ia what yoa get:

• 2 to 6 inches less wheelbase.
• Full 115-inch wheelbase.
pubii? speaking, and rehearsals'tel• 195 inches over-all length.
• 5 to 12Jz inches less over-all length.
ready indicate that her excellent
• 3 to 18 hu horsepower than Terra• Most power—88 or 1OO horsepower—
work will be reflected In the fine
with freedom from vibration at all speeds.
plane's 88—and not nearly as smooth.
work the youthful players will do.
• Body only partly of steel —or steel
• Body all of steel, with seamless roof
The titles of the plays and casts, all
of solid steel.
body with "soft-top.”
from thc Junior Class, are shown
• Less inside room —less shoulder and
• Most inside room—145 cubic feet—
below;
more
leg
and
shoulder
room,
and
widest
leg room—narrower rear seats.
Old Walnut, by Aliena Harris
rear seat.
(comedy); Grandma Gates, Virginia
Gray; Grandpa Gates, Fred Mc
• 1935 styling, changed only in details.
• Completely new style—best insurance
Donald; Carolyn, Barbara Orff:
Far more likely to be out of date by 1937.
of the investment value of your car.
Jack, Robert Crane:
• No rear opening baggage and tire
• The only rear opening baggage and
The Ghost Story by Booth Tark
compartment, except in cars where trunk
tire compartment on 5 and 6-passenger
ington , (comedy): George, Fred
models are available—at considerable extra
models that can be had in any low priced
Haining Jr.; Anna. Shirley Stanley;
cost. Spare tire mounted outside on all
car without extra cost. Sparc tire lies flat
Marj' Maizie Joy; Grace, Vieno
other models.
inside.
Kangas; Llnnle. Eleanor Johnson;
• Duo-Automatic Hydraulic Brakes
• Single main braking system—either
Tom. Roy Joyce: Floyd. David Curtis
hydraulic or mechanical — without com
(patent applied for), two braking systems
Jr.: Lynn, dames Hayes; Fred, Ed- ]
plete reserve braking system and with
operating automatically from one brake
j ward Peaslee Jr.: Housemaid. Doro- '
out Terraplanc’j type of easy acting
pedal.
And
a
third
braking
system
from
thv Welch.
parking brakes.
thc easiest operating parking brake in
Copy
by
Kendall Banning
the world.
.
(drama): David Loy. Meredith Don- 1
a few days with their daughter. Mrs. Wednesday at the vestry Mbs Myrt e
• Nothing like Terraplane’s deep
• Extra deep "V-type” windshield—for
; dis; William Thomas, James Hayes; I
"V-type” windshield in any othcr low
H*rvey
I Henlck WU1 ’’"“"I CUrrent eVe"tS features must have carried convtncadded beauty and wider vision.
: Adams, Roy Joyce; Pratt. David
_____
based on Toyohiko Kagawa, remark.. priced car.
] Curtis Jr.; 'Jimmy, Reginald Mc
_ . ..
, ,
.'ing tribute. The full program:
There wUl be a Masonic Assembly able Japanese Chrbtlan leader, and ■ Mano duo_AUeiro BrlUlante
Laughlin; Baldwin. Russell Nash:
Thursday night at Temple haU, the, a paper on the Cologne Cathedral by
Mrs Ruth Sanborn and Mrs.
Wilson, Edward Peaslee Jr
Terraplanc averaged 23.95 officially certified
Thc list of Terr aplane advantages doesn’t stop
hosts to be Mr. and Mrs. Fred C., Mrs. Oladys Morgan. The usual contralto—Waters'1 of MinneThe plays will be repeated on
with those listed nerc. There's greater rugged
miles per gallon over a tough 352 mile stretch
Wltherspoon of Camden. Mr. and devotional exercises wUl be carried
ness, proved by owner mileages of 125,000,
Thursday night. They will be given
on mountain roads.
Mrs. Clarence Leonard of Union, Mr. ! out, the watchword to be "Work."
Mrs Lydia storer
In the auditorium, and the hour will
150,000 and more. Greater economy, too, cer
and Mrs. Langdon Crookett ot' Mrs. Katherine Veazie will be solobt Cont'al,°—]J1|1,/OprJl^1Se®^fand Bro*n
And dozens of othcr features... all at a price
be 8:15.
tified by thousands of sworn owner statements
down
with the lowest for thc model you
Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs. and tea
be in charge of Mrs. Soprano—Do You Know My Garden.
... emphasized again just thc other day in the
The Kippy Karnival proper opens
Haydn Wood
want.
Come
in and see and drive aTerraplane.
Mia I Margaret Simmons
Los
Angeles-Yosemite
Economy
Run
when
a
Lawrence MUler.
Annabelle Berry'.
Mrs. Fr^d C. Greene, former Thomas Friday afternoon, with booths galore
Valentine Dance
MLm Barbara Dejry
offering
useful
articles,
edibles,
ton girt who appeared in play at
(Presented by MIm Doris Heald
ftr De l.uet
Browne Clteb will meet Friday for
The masquerade party committee
novelties, etc.
An entertainment
of Camden)
Hotel Yrr.dome
M or 100 H. P.—
!H»delt,f.
Dflnit.
Nevln
covered dish supper at the home of, met Saturday night at the home of Contralto—The Roaary.
program of a varied nature will be [
115-ioch wheelbite
Mrs Marianne Bullard
Standard troup of
Miss
Leah
Ramsdell
to
make
further
Mrs. Lois Hagar. Grace street.
Soprano—Constancy
acccstorict extra
ing. Members cf the cast were: Mrs. put on, and no effort is being spared
What's ln the Air Today?
plans lor the big dance to be given
There wUl be White Cross work.
Mra Kittredge (guest)
Lawrence P. Cafarella, Mrs. Walter to have everyone attending have a
at Temple hall Thursday. Feb. 27.
Valentine Readings
SAVE. . . with the new HUD9ON-C. I. T. 6< Tima Payment Plan ... low monthly payment*
W. Files. Mrs. Edgar L. French, Mrs. most enjoyable time. Tho pupils of
Helen Wentworth
Mbs Anne McLaughlin returned Invitations have been sent to Soprano—Mrs.
In Rose Time. Prank It Oray Fred C. Green. Mrs. Samuel K. Tar- the High School aided by thel.The Year's at the 8prlng.
Sunday after three weeks' vacation Masons throughout the county, i
as.
I
Mra. H H. A. Beach bell and Mrs. Eleanor M. West. The teachers are working untiringly to
from Senter Crane store, spent as Trunks, chests and boxes are being _
&thcr Berman
Schubert musical part ct the program was fur- have the Karnival a complete suc
Ptano
—
Impromptu.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Palzer explored for "that different cos
Contralto-^" LoVe^uH1 my.
! n!shed by P®2 OUon and Obtrude cess with encouraging financial re
ln Douglaston, Long Island. N. Y.
tume". Novelty dances will fit thc
Mrs Beach Galllgar.i. During the social hour turns to take care of many school
costume, and let's all mask!
Today.
Hucrter
which followed. Ma and sandwiches needs, and the support of all alumni,
Mrs. BuUard
The meeting of A. H. Newbert As
parents and school friends 1s solici
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
The accompanists were Mrs. Net were served.
sociation scheduled for Friday night
Mrs. W. ,T. White gave a small
ted Committees comprise:
The
large
group
of
honored
guests
has been postponed owing to the luncheon party Friday at her hame tie Averill, Mrs. Faith O. Berry and
Booths, Ice cream, candy, hot dogs
was made up of members of dramatic
Mrs. Sanborn.
Scottish Rite session falling on that|on Lake avenue.
and
soda. The Seniors; County store,
The tea table was laid with a committees from many Greater Bosdate. A definite date will be an____
BUILT BY HUDSON-TEMAPLANE. BSIS AND UP; HUDSON SIX. 8710 AND UP; HUDSON
popcorn. The Juniors; grabs, remem
whlte
lace
cloth
over
pink,
while
a
i
t:n
women's
clubs,
SUPEB STRAIGHT EIGHT. S7S0 AND UP. F. O. B. DETBOIT
nounced.
1 Diligent Dames will have 1 o'clock
brances,
and
shooting
gallery.
The
Mrs. William 8iewerts, president,
1 luncheon Thursday with Mrs. Josepn flat bowl of spring flowers was
Sophomores;
Tea
room
and
cooked
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith who has been
flanked by tall candles in white conducted the business meeting and
Emery as hostess.
Ill two weeks with septic sore throat
_____
holders. Individual serving tables gave a br-cf address of welcome to food, The Freshmen.
baked beans to supplement box
General chairman, Carl Spear; as
Mrs. Lawrence Miller recently en
and in care of a nurse te showing]
~
Methodist were laid with yellow cloths and ap- quests ar.d members. Mrs. John W
EDUCATIONAL CLUB
lunches.
At 7.15 music, readings,
sistant,
Elizabeth
Till.
Advertising
_____
tertained at bridge, her guests being
encouraging gain, now being able to church wtu g,vc & blrthday
pointed In harmony. Mrs. Doris Leavitt, chairman of the bridge
while Kenneth Lee Fuller, of Augusta,
chairman,
Charles
Merritt;
assistant,
j
sit up a short time each day.
Mrs. Harry Berman, Mra Joseph Full Program Is Arranged
! Thursday at 6 at the vestry. Tables Scarlott and Mrs. McLoon poured Party to be held March 17. at Hotel Russell -Nash.
will present pictures on Maine Forests,
Dance chairman. I
Mrs. Orace Crle and Mrs. Vivian } Kenmore, announced her plans and
for
each
month
of
the
year
will
be
For the Coming Friday also an unannounced speaker.
Margaret Dunton; assistant, (Robert Dondis, Miss Ann Povich and Miss
Pleasant Valley Grange will have a
Hewett were In charge of the tea and b«r committee for that day.
card party Friday at 7:30. wtth Miss i Wroprlately appointed, and each
Crane.
Entertainment chairman, Anna Green. Mrs. Dondis carried off
Afternoon and Evening
merited the many compliments
Hostesses last Thursday were: Mrs
Susan Spear and Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, taw«* chairman te arranging for an
Vieno
Kangas,
Clean up chair high honors.
showered
upon
them.
William
H.
Wentworth,
chairman:
At sharp 2 o’clock Friday afternoon
In oharge of tables for both bridge entertainment feature to be pre
The meeting Peb. 28 will be at 7:45 Mrs. Frank A. Merrill. Mrs. -Reuben man, William Karl and Ken
sented during the supper hour. Mrs.
neth
Morgan.
Decorating.
Glenna
(he
Educaticnal dub Informal reislon
and '83.' Six o’clock supper precedes,
p. m., the program entitled "Under H- Kimball. Mrs. Herbert H. Lang
with Miss Spear and Mrs. Raymond Minnie Rogers as general chairman the Stars and Stripes" to be In Mrs. William Laughton. Mrs. D Rankin, Winifred Stanley.
Ladies' Night Wednesday at Elks assembles, In Grand Army Hall Five
1s being assisted by a large and able
The Karnival ends In a blaze of Home. Smith's Orchestra. Buffet minute papers on Immortal Stories
Anderson as chairmen.
charge of Mrs. Edith Blaney. Sched- Fletcher Knight, Mrs. John W
corps of workers.
glory with the annual danoc Friday Lunch. Elks an3 friends invited —
uled to participate are Mrs. Esther Leavitt, Mrs. Charles M. Leighton.
will be presented — Achilles Heel.
Mrs. Margaret Benner who has
There will be a public card party Rogers and Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins Mrs. W E. I vman, Mrs. A. V. Lincoln, night. Eddie Whalen and His Priva adv.
Aladdin's
Lamp;
Montezuma'.,
been seriously ill at the home of her
at Orand Army hall Wednesday at 2. i ln a Piano du°: Mrs Marian Clarke,! Mrs Benjamin C. Lincoln. Mrs. Ell: teers will furnish the music which
daughter. Mrs. George Stewart, 85
Wealth;
Damon
and
Pythias;
Roland
guarantees
all
the
latest
hits.
. | with Mrs. Doris Ames as chairman’ Pla™ “Kx Mrs Luda Mitchell, Mrs. w Longfellow. Mrs. Albert C. Mason.
Willow street, te showing encourag- ]
and
Oliver;
Patient
Grlselda;
BarmaI
WED.-THURS.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, te Damie Gardner, Mrs. Eva Green, I Mrs- John L. Marshall. Mrs. George I
Ing gain.
Mrs. Lucy Lowe, Miss Feme Browne j Pratt Maxim. Mrs. Chester A. Merri- i T^O DELB/XTINCi TELz\M»5 i
cldes Feast; Gorgantua.
sponsoring the activity.
and Miss Winola Richan in vocal Beld- Mrs. <-Jecr&c C. Miles. Mrs. Wli——
, , ,
I
Current Events review include; out
Mrs. Percy Roberts (Vivian Bill
solos;
Miss
Esther
Morse
ln
violin
Nam
H
Minot
and
Mbs
Lucle
MonaRepresented
Rockland
High
standing world figures and happen
ings) of Sea Cliff. Long Island, N. Y.,
Edward Gordon of Boston Univer
ghan.
In Practice Tournament
te spending a month with hcr sister. sity spent the mid-year recess In solo; Mrs. Elisa Allen Comer ln a
ings. NRA. "pclltiM," Ethiopia echoes
All are club members and were bern
Spring Valley. N. Y.. New York City dance; and a chorus number,
Mrs. H. N. McDougall in Portland.
At Bangor
from T wnscnd Plan, Human Rela
in Maine. Mrs. Green formerly re
GIVEN AWAY FREE
and Bridgeport, Conn.
sided
In
Thomaston.
tions, Psychology Twists.
-Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnard.
Mrs. William R. Chapman of
Over 30 teams from 20 fchools wer?
Marion I. Files
At 4, Clara Emery, lccal president of
WED.-THURS.
Bethel who 1s spending the winter In
Miss Ernestine Noddin who has Miss Alice Oay. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
represented at the practice tourna
Florida where she te a guest at the been visiting her mother. Mrs. Eaura ward Barnard. Mr. and -Mrs. Karl
W.CHU.
will
give
a
beverage
alcohol
;
ment sponsored by thc Bangor High
Voney Park Hotel. 6t. Petersburg, Burwell, has gone to Providence for £ndL
El^beth, N who s an
School (Debating Club Saturday.
demonstration and Rev. H. F. Leach,
was recently hostess to Commander three months postgraduate
Home. Smith's Orchestra. Buffet Fcur rounds of debates were held so
of Thomaston's Federated Church
Donald B. McMillan, who 1s lecturing at thc Providence Ulng-In Hospital. |
Waldoboro to . tend the funeral,
invUfd._ (hat each team participated twice.
' speak’, on "Albert Schweitzer," a new
services for the late Mary Barnard
for the season ln Florida. She also
There were no eliminations os the
adv.
comer to most of us. Don't miss any
Mr. and Mrs. Collte Merrill of i Benner.
presenting Walter Mills, well known
tournament was conducted for the!
-------New York baritone, who was closely Damariscotta were guests of Mr. and
cf these nor the group of young men
purpose of giving the teams as much ■
associated with her husband in the Mrs. Donald Farrand and Miss I B B Club had supper and bridge
politicians from Augusta who will
experience as possible. When not de
Rubinstein Club and In the Maine Elizabeth Nichols, for the weekend. ! wlth Mr and Mrs Lawrence Leach
bating, thc students acted as Judges
rpcak on the prercnt mix up and Jam
_____
Saturday.
Music Festivals.
The winner of the tournament wa^
the whole country finds itself ln.
Mrs. Harmon Davis of Portland i
-------chosen by adding thc total of pointe
oiler
Mr and Mrs Sumncr Whltney
At 6, upstairs. Mesdames Ulmer,1
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Viafldes have has been In Uw city on business and
reared by one team.
have returned from a week's visit
Jones. Morey will serve coffee and
taken apartments in Mrs. Jennie renewing old friendships.
The Rockland teams were made up
with Capt. and Mrs. William WincaBird's house on Talbot avenue.
thus: Team 1. Ethel Hayes and Orant
Alice Louise, daughter cf Mr. and 1 Paw
Winthrop. Mass.
Davis, affirmative; Ruth Thcma, and
Supt. and Mrs. E. iL. Toner Mrs. Vernal Hall of Warren street 1s
Frances .Yeung, negative; Team 2,
The girls of Christian Endeavor
motored to Orono Saturday to visit still confined to her bed after two
A Paromount Picture with
Doris Borgerson and John Huke,
Society of the First Baptist church
lw than a Barrel of Ash to the Ton
Mrs. Toner's brother, Elmer E. Little weeks illness, but te gaining satisfac
EltANORI WHITNIY
affirmative; Marion Vinal and Ed
gave
a
leap
year
party
Thursday
field, who te recovering from a seri torily.
• TOM KKNI •
ward Hayes, negative.
night at the parlors, with 35 present.
Dickie Moore
ous Illness.
The-e two groups debated against
Virginia Weidler
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham will be In Games in keeping with leap year
Pram tha naval by
Stephens
High
of
Rumford.
Bangor,
furnished
much
merriment,
and
Mr. and (Mrs. Samuel Rogers of charge of the card party at Odd Fel
Kata Oowglat Wiggin
✓
Orono,
Old
Town.
Brewer,
and
New

Bath were ln thc city Sunday visiting lows hall this afternoon under the sandwiches, punch and cake were
port, winning thc last three. Doris
served. Valentine decorations were
Tcl. 72
auspices of Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
relatives.
Borgerron, Ruth Thomas, and Ed
used in a colorful manner.
ROUND TRIP
ward Hayes were best rpeakers in
Junior Harmony Club met Thurs
Methebesec Club will hold Its an
these last three debates. In the de
From
nual Past Presidents' afternoon and day night at the home of Mrs. Leola
bates not won Frances Young, Doris
guest day Friday at the Universalist Noyes, counselor, and presented a
ROCKLAND
Tergercon and Grant Davis were I
vestry. Mrs. Harriet L. Stickney of program featuring a violin solo by
IN COACH! S
rhesen as second best speakers.
Belmont, Mass., will be guest speak Ruth Nlchote, with Geraldine Norton
A
utomatic
D
eliver
All
Trains
A
team
from
Stephens
High
of
j
accompanying;
vocal
duets
by
Vlver. her talk to be based on a yearis
Rumford with a rcore of 138 j
except
residence recently in Italy as well as torla Anastasio and Barbara Bod
Hour Servic points was the winner of the tourna- J
frequent visits to that country. Lan man. and current events by Jose
Streamlined
NOW PLAYING
ment cup for smaller schools, fol-:
tern slides will illustrate. Mrs. phine Pellicane. There was also
“MILKY WAY”
’’Flying Yankee"
lowed by Bangor's team’, those cf Co
with
Stickney's vivacious charm and choral practice with Miss Mary Bird
burn Classical Institute, and then
HAROLD LLOYD
striking personality make her a directing and a short lesson on A LOCAL CONCERN _____
You May Co
fascinating speaker, and her appear theory. Plans were discussed for the SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^
Rockland
February
21 or 22 and
Phone 892
TODAY
Die Rockland High School debat
ance 1s eagerly anticipated. Oucst annual winter picnic which will proReturn anytime up to
JANE WITHERS
ing team is extremely fortunate this
soloists will be Mrs. Agnes Witham. ably be next Monday, definite date FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
ln
9:30 P. M. Train from
vear in having Mlfs Jeanette Stahl of
mezzo-contralto, of Camden, and will be announced later.
"PADDY O'DAY”
CALL
Boston, Mon., Feb. 25.
the English Department as Debating
Leon White Jr., baritone. Each
Coach. Much of the success at this
Ladles' Night Wednesday at Elks
member may Invite one guest. Re
MAINE
recent debate is due to tho time and
freshments will be ln charge of th? Home. Smith's Orchestra. Buffet
C
entral
,4vjb
Agent
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
T£L8. 730 4 /31
MAINE
effort which Miss Stahl has spent in
social committee who act as hostes Lunch Elks and friends invited — ROCKLAND
Contimintis Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
adv.
.
working with tho teams.
ses for the afternoon.

Rubinsteln Club gave a valentine Editor of Tho Courier-Gazette:—
members and guests.
silver tea Friday afternoon at Uni
“Home Talent Day" wss observed by
Congregational Missionary Society versalist vestry, which brought out a
the
Massachusetts Maine Daughters
will meet Wednesday at 3 at the large number of members and friends
lest
Thursday at Hotel Vendome In
home of Mrs. Henry B. Bird, (Mrs. despite the Inclement weather
Full
reward
for
the
effort
was
given
Boston. "Twelve Hours by the Clock,”
Bird to be assisted in entertaining
by Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Sr. Mrs In the splendid program and the a two-act comedy, directed by Mrs.
bountiful refreshments.
.
. C. F. Snow will be reader.
George Pratt Maxim, chairman of
Owing to the storm the card party
The program took on particular, Dramatics>
to * deUghUully
given Friday night at Hotel Rock
in
the
appearance
of
Mrs.
|
cntfrta!nin({
.
as
weU
„
excit.
There will be a dancing party at
land under the auspices of St. Bern
the Elks home tomorrow night for Nettie Green Kittredge of New York _________________________________
ard's parish had smaller attendance | members and guests. A snappy and 6011111 Thomaston as guest solo- j
than usual. Winners were Mbs orchestra has been engaged, and the ^st’ *n
first appearance of a new
Katherine Mclntlrt, Mrs. Clifton *
member, Mrs. Evangelea Vardarvou
usual buffet lunch will be served.
Cross. (Mrs. James P. Kent, Mrs.
lb, and in the dance numbers pre- j
Robert Jong. (Mrs. Carl Simmons,-'
sented by Miss Barbara Derry. Mrs.
Clarence Upham, Mrs. Donald Perry
Mrs. Fred Achorn entertained with
Kittredge's excellent voice and artis
Miss Margaret Bowler and Claude I
tables of bridge Thursday aftertry and Mrs. Vardatvoulte' brilliant
Bisrhop. Miss Louise Harrington
with Mrs Evle Perry as.specla1 pUno
pleasure t0
anl Mrs. George Phillips acted as Buest. Mrs. Perry won highest score.
heftrers whUe Mlss
in
hostesses.
with the other two going to Mrs. I
“
I colorful Valentine costgmc demons
_____
| Achorn and Mrs. Annie O'Brien.
trated1 the skill which has been so
Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. Crosby ,
I favorable received on perevlous oc- 1
went to Wiscasset Sunday to spend
Universalist Mission Circle meets
spontaneous ftnd prQ_ |

595

*.l.

THOMAS MOTOR CO.

BANK NITE

$100.00,

Nature never
created a .

Anthracite]

CLEERCOAL
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ROCKLAND "

COAL COMPANY

$530

FINEST FUEL

Rs

McLOON SALES
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k

SERVICE
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England custom called Bundling.
Several local womens organizations
have approached me on the subject
and I am heartily ln favor of per
petuating such an admirable and al
together comfortable custom. It is
| admirably adapted to this climate
where it originated and I believe in
upholding our traditions as long as
possible "
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
(Perry. “I think this weather is a
Many more interesting opinions
In recent years it has become a boon to the small business man genwere collected but it is deemed in
newspaper custom to keep a finger erally. I am thinking right now of
advisable to print more of them at
on the public pulse by means of straw adding a line of reinforced snowthis time. Enough data was ob
votes and symposiums of public shovels and shopper's snowshoes
tained to warrant the assumption
opinion on matters of general inter- guaranteed to get through revolving
that the climate has not seriously af
est to the community at large. In doors for next season's business.”
fected Rockland’s morale nor incontinuance of thLs custom there Ls
“Were satisfied." said Henry Bird
Gur',ubited free speech to any appreci
published here for the first time <and of the Medomak Canning Co
able extent.
probably the last timet a symposium line of antifreeze blueberries shews
on the weather.
a decided upward trend on our sales!

SOME OPINIONS OF WINTER

Mis. A. W. McCoriisou writes lrom
APPLETON
Miss Llnnlbel Orant Is vlaltlng'Tor Hollis Center where she Ls spending
two weeks with relatives In Quincy the winter, that the family Ls pass
and will attend Saturday her ing the season pleasantly. Mrs McCorrlson will return home May 23,
brother’s crystal wedding.

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY

Which We Hope Will Come Within the Scope Of

and will lx- jouicd lor a summer
vacation toy her niece, Mrs M II
Elliott. Dr. Elliott and daughter,
Nancy, who will leave June 9 for the
East.

————

Unhampered Speech

chart for the month and we've been
working on a scheme for canning
antiskid doorsteps for the New Eng
land trade next season. Weather
never bothers us. Were used to it."
"The weather could.nt be worse
declared Bob Collins real estate j
operator. "We had a subdivision under development to catch the atten-1 n
noteworthy however that
Gail Patrick and Melvyn Douglas in “The I-one Wolf Returns."—adv.
tion of summer tourists out on Park whlle opinions on the state of the
street, and for two weeks now the weather and the universe in genera',
crew has been unable to find it. It's were freely expressed few suggstions
somewhere under one of those snow- as to what to do about it were efdrifts out there and we’ve been try fered The concesus of opinion was
ing to locate it with a diving rod that it would probably be unwise to
Once we thought we had it but the attempt any radical changes until
boys started talking politics and it along about April 1.
got so hot the diving rod sprouted
In connection with the investiga
a crop of pussy willows and we had tion there is appended an interview
to quit.
with Uncle Hiram Anonymous, and
"Beautiful" gushed Mbs Amelia a poem on the subject mailed from
1 assets and liabilities showing the
Items Exempt From Tax
The answers are not all published
Lovelorn when asked her opinion. an asylum for the feeble-minded:
taxpayer's financial condition as of
Certain items are specifically
because in the course of the investi
"When I think of the little flowers Somewhere th» sun is shining.
the last day of the preceding month,
exempt from the income tax and
gation it was found that many ot
naUng
Somewhere the sky la dear;
under their fleecy
or as of the close of the last taxable
need not be included in the taxpay
them were not fit to print, but as far
.
Somewhere out doors they're dining.
blankets. I can hardly contain my Somewhere—but not here
period, and a separate statement of
er's return of gross Income. Among
as possible the local reaction to the self.”
receipts and disbursements for each
I Somewhere they're picking flowers.
such items are the proceeds from life
surprising consistency of our local
Somewhere it's even hot;
of the 3 months immediately preced
insurance policies paid by reason of
climate, is accurately reproduced
, Somewhere, the golden hours
ing the month In which the applica
I Are perfumed like as not.
- •••••<! <i $?-—??• <i —, and then
the death of the insured. Amounts
i Somewhere the little hookworm
received i other than amounts paid tion is filed should be submitted. Tlie
some." said Fire Chief Havener,
Dallies round, the rosy toes
amount of tax for which the exten
by reason of the death of the In
when questioned Saturday
Projecting skyward on the sands
sion of time of payment is desired
That every tourist knows
"Bunderful said Bob Webster. |
sured and interest payments on such
Sonlewhere these things are usual.
amounts and other than amounts re should be stated The Commissioner
"Dere id no question bud it id su- i
Though they re not within my teach
ceived as annuities) under a life in will not consider an extension of
benor to eider Blnrida or Balifornia .
• Somewhere they're picking daisies.
time of payment unless request L*
I am mos' embarass'' said Senoi
- But n * not at Crescent Beam
surance or endowment contract
<hack. hack, sniff, honk).
made on or before tlie due date of
"Great." replied Dr Popple.stone. to Maduro Bumeigaro. manager of theI somewhere, they're spending money.
which are less than or exactly equal
..
.
_ . . _
j _
There's music, in the air
the tax or installment thereof. If the
to the premiums or consideration
the irutial inquiry "I ve had a num- | Ex del Tero shipyard on Main stree. gomewher» there* milk and honey.
And every day is fair
paid therefor, are exempt from Fed extension is granted, interest at the
ber of beautiful cases of fracture of Eet is zat I no like ze freeze. Me. 1
rate of 6 percent a year is collectible
eral income tax. Any excess received
the occiput, six cases of influenza and am mos slipperty.” The senor then somewhere < maybei there's comfort.
, .
. _ _
••—nor.
Where they're never cold and wet;
from the date the payment should
explained
that
his
firm
had
tempor
i
where
they
neV
er
wear
an
cercoat.
over
the
consideration
paid
is
tax

one highly interesting case of snow—
But
It's
not
the
Samoset
arally abandoned shipbuilding be
able. Amounts received as an an have been made if there had been no
blindness so far this week.”
cause
of
thc
dearth
of
sufficent
Somewhere -.he wind- blow -oftiv.
nuity under an annuity or endow- extension to the expiration of the
"No fault to find with the weather
Nor carry *s they go:
) ment contract shall te included in period of thc extension.
here." said City Clerk Keene “We've fluid for a suitable launching, and Material for snowdrifts
And threat* of lumbago
Chr.-king Deli.iquenLs
had rather a run on our marriage was contemplating an alliance with
gross income: except that each year
license bureau this winter and they the new Home Industries corpora- Somewhere people .watch the waves
the excess of the amount received
The
Bureau
of Internal Revenue
And never get a cough;
tell me that down on Main street tion for which he willproduce hand And bask on shores the combers lave.
over 3 percent of the aggregate has at Its ccmmand many sources for
—But It isn't Tlllaon's wharf
the stock of bed quilts and flannel carved lobster pots shortly
“Ze
premiums or consideration paid for ■hacking up delinquent taxpayers
pajamas is practically exhausted."
weather", he said. "She no hoi' Somewhere It hope) they re happy.
the annuity is tax-free until the ag One of these Ls the "information at
In these more temperate clime-;
"Hasn't hurt my business any." ob- water. She is freese and drop aU But It seems to me. monotony.
gregate of such sums excluded from, ource" provision of the revenue act.
Would get 'em down at times
served C. W Hopkins, manager of the over".
gross Income for the taxable year under which persons "In whatever
Buick agency. "Of course the fishing
Nilo Spear stated that probably I hold no brief for Icebergs.
1935 and prior years equals the ag capacity acting.” are required to re
And Im not an Eskimo.
isn't sc good, but our fender depart the weather had interfered some But I do like some variety
gregate premiums or consideration port to th? Commissioner o! Internal
In places where I go.
ment is swamped right now with new what with the sale of screen doors in
□aid for the annuity. There are also Revenue at Washington. D C.. pay
orders and the way things look I the local market but that his busi And people here ln Rockland
exempt from tax amounts received ments to another in any calendar
Possess one priceless thing;
ness was so linked up with tire If we survive the Winter—
can't see any let up before July 1.”
j by gift, bequest, devise, or inherl- year of $1070 or more if the recipient
There always is the Spring
The bean market for church sup- chains and flywheels that he hadn't
; tanee: interest on obligations of the of such payment is single. If the
O. H. Are. | District of Columbia, any Territory
pers has been unusually strong this noticed the difference. "You may
recipient is married, reports need not
winter and we've sold enough horse say." said Mr Spear, "that I think
I State, county, or municipality; in- be made unless the payments aggre
liniment to float a ship," said Earl we're due a revival of that old New
TOO MANY FOXES
terest on certain bonds issued by the gate $2,503 or more If thc marital
------United States Qovernmgnt or its statu.; cf thc payee Ls unknown to the
Will Mean Shortage of Game possessions, and on Federal farm payor, the payee Ls considered a
Birds and Rabbits, the loan bonds; amounts received single person for the purpose of fil
through accident or health insurance ing an information return.
\\ ardens Say
or under workmen's compensation
Fixted and determinable income
acts for personal Injury or sickness, includes wages, salaries, royalties,
The woods in this section of Maine
and damages received on account of premiums, rent. Interest, etc.. A sep
are over-run with foxes, game war
such Injuries or sickness
arate return of information for each
dens report, while small game ani
Pensions and compensation re employee is required of employers.
mals are suffering heavy losses. The
ceived by veterans from the United The requirements are not limited to
fur-bearing animals which are clas
States are exempt; and pensions re periodical payments, but a single
sified as vermin in New York and
ceived from the United States by the payment must be reported. Corpora
other states, are feeding on rabb.is.
family of a veteran for services ren ions are required to make a separate
game birds and small fauns.
dered by the veteran to the United report of dividends or distributions
The open season on foxes ended
States in time of war are exempt as for each individual, fiduciary, or
Feb. 15 in the majority of the Maine
gifts.
partnership holder who was paid
counties. The animals may be hunt
There is aho exempt from Federal $309 or more during the calendar
ed legally from dates varying through
income tax the rental value of a year.
October and November in different
dwelling house and appurtenance
All persons or organizations acting
counties.
thereof furnished to a minister of at any time during the year 1935 as
Wardens predict a serious shortage
i of rabbits, game birds and other the gospel as part of hls compensa broker or other agent in stock, bond
tion. Other items excluded from or commodity transactions (includ
small animals this spring while foxes
gross Income are alimony and ing banks which handle clearing
thrive under the protection of the
city Jury fees
orders for depositors or custodian
law. With few hunters schooled in
accounts) are required to file re
Extension For Filing returns and
sport of bagging foxes, the animals
turns of information on form 1100
Payment
Of
Tax
have not been reduced during thc
with respect to all customers deposi
open season.
It Ls important that the taxpayer
Deer are reported to be passing a render on or before the due date, tors, or accounts for whom or which
j comfortable year in this vicinity and which is March 15 if the return is business was transacted during the
year A separate form 1100 must be
' throughout the State, with no crusts
filed on the calendar year basis, as
and the snow depth so small as to complete and final return of income prepared for each customer, deposi
i allow them passage through the as possible. However, when by rea tor, or account for whom or which
I woods and access to food. During son of illness, absence from home, business was transacted during the
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
the past two severe winters the deep Inability to secure the necessary data, year, and must show the name and
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
' snow forced deer to yard up in the or for other good and sufficient rea address and other Information pro
correct for all occasions!
wood clearings where they became sons additional time ls required, a vided for in the form.
Information returns are carefully
easy prey to dogs and where food reasonable extension of time may be
checked with individual returns of
was
scarce.
Thousands
of
deer
were
granted.
Application should be
100 SINGLE SHEETS
kept alive by hay fed them by war made in writing to the collector of taxpayers. Thousands of delinquent
30 ENVELOPES
Pootage
dens. No deer yards have been seen Internal revenue for thc district In returns and additional revenue
10c Extra
ln this section this year.—Kennebec which the taxpayer files his returns amounting to millions of dollars have
been secured as the result of the
Journal.
on or before the due date of thc re
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
examination of information returns,
turn, a full recital of the causes for
50 ENVELOPES
EAST UNION
tlie delay being given. Except in thc
Mrs. Jennie Payson entertained case of taxpayers who are abroad, no
Printed with Name and Addtess on
Thursday at a valentine dinner party extension may be granted for a
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
Relieve the sore, itchy spots and
at her home, he» guests being Char period of more than « months.
help heal the uqly defects with gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
lotte Brayton. Elizabeth Wentworth,
An extension of time for filing the
the tested medication in «
Lucretia Pushaw, Lottie Wellman return does not extend thc time for
Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
and daughter Helen, Amelia Doman, payment of the tax. or any Install
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
i Margaret Bowley, May Robbins and ment thereof, unless so specified in
j Mary Payson. The hostess was th? the extension Application for an
Orchid or Violet.
! recipient of attractaive gifts in extension of time for payment of the
Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
keeping with the day.
tax or any installment thereof
Violet.
Mr. and Mrs George Livingston of should be made on form 1127 to the
REMOVES
Providence arrived at their home Commissioner of Internal Revenu*
Unusually Low Priced!
, here Thursday for a two weeks’ stay. tlirough the collector of internal
Willard Wellman and family of revenue for the district ln which the
worry if your clothes
Buy several boxes of this smart sta
j Hope were recent dinner guests of taxpayer's return ls filed. The ap Don't
become mildewed. Cote-!
!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
M.
Payson.
plicant
should
set
forth
under
oath
tionery while it is specially priced at
Magic Water Ls thc finest
An enjoyable meeting was held the specific reason for desiring an thing you ever used for
only $1 a box.
[ last Tuesday night at the Grange extension and should clearly indi taking out mildew—with
hall, the occasion being in honor ol cate what hardship, if any, would out injury to thr fabric.
For sale at all Grocers.
several birthday anniversaries. Re- result if the extension were not Beware of Imitations.
1 freshments were served.
granted. In addition, a statement of

Mark Twain once observed that
there was always a lot of talk made
about the weather but nobody ever
did anything about it. Now. at las'..
something is being done and there
Ls appended a list of opinions on the
weather hereabouts gratuitously offered by Rockland people as a result
of carefully selected inquiries.

IT’S INCOME TAX TIME

Read Carefully the Information Which Will

Here Be Furnished

SPECIAL SALE!

FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY

C. SOCLOW

OUR CAR NEEDS

“Lubricated

Starting”
LOW STARTING,

S

in cold weather, is no joke. It’s a serious

waste of time, temper and money. And it’s entirely unneces

sary ... if you use Tydol, the lubricating gasoline.

Blended into Tydol is a patented top-cylinder lubricant and
carbon-solvent. This lubricant oils valves and pistons congealed by

cold! Releases them for instant action! Paves the way forTydol’s
famous fast-starting qualities! Snaps your motor into a split-second

start! Buy Tydol today.. .for fast, sure, safe, lubricated starting
... at no extra cost.

TIDE

WATER

17 Main Street,

OIL

COMPANY

South Portland. Me.

GASOMWt

PIMPLESFr^.

Resinol

MAGIC

WATER

MILDEW

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Contains Top-Cylinder Oil - NO EXTRA COST

